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territories, laws and resources, they are an integral
part of every day life. Often acting like clans, Faction
alliances and rivalries are common.

The Megacorps of Omnia are the driving power houses
of the economy. There are thousands of companies
that can be classified as Megacorps, but a few of the
largest are listed bellow.

Alliance Armoury (AA) is one of the oldest
corporations in Omnia. Technically predating the
signing of the original Alliance, AA’s history dates all
the way back to Terra Maxima. The corporation was
originally called Aerospace Weaponry Solutions. The
corporation changed its name to Stellar Weaponry
Solutions shortly before the first stellar war, where it
had a major defence contract with the United Terran
Governance (UTG). After the signing of the Alliance
treaty, the corporation changed its name a final time
to Alliance Armoury.

Inter-Orbital Inc. (IOI) is another very old mega
corporation. Their history stretches back to the Du’Lak
homeworld Twill, where they were originally called
Ven’Laav, roughly meaning “star moving”. The
corporation focuses their efforts on civilian and
engineering projects. Ever since the first days of
Ven’Laav and later IOI they have also kept a focus on
exploration and have often funded projects that the
ACS hasn’t been able to.

Inter Stellar Trade Alliance (ISTA) originally started as
a conglomerate of other smaller interstellar trading
companies that formed together. ISTA is well known
in the frontier and their private defence force often
works in lieu of official policing forces on worlds they
have a large presence on.

Corporations

Inter-Orbital Inc.

Inter
Stellar
Trade
Alliance

Alliance
Armoury

Starships and Laserguns is a Science fiction Tabletop
Role-playing game produced by Angel Dice Games
and set in the “Terraverse” setting.

The game is played with a small group of friends. One
person is designated as the Game Master. The Game
Master (GM for short) is in charge of running the
game. The other people are the players.

The Game Master is adequately described as being so
powerful that they do not have stats, but I think this
does a bit of a disservice to what a Game Master
actually does. The Game master is the master planner
behind everything, they run the game from start to
finish. The Game Master’s job is to rationalise the
world to their players. They describe the world,
control characters not played by any player, the Non-
Player Characters (NPC’s for short), if you will.

The Players are the people at the gaming table that
brought nothing but a set of dice, character sheets
and a willingness to role-play. The Players each
control one character, over whom the Game Master
has no control. The players characters (PCs for short)
are the main characters of the story.

The Dice are your best friends and your worst
enemies. They can both help and hinder you. The Dice
are rolled to see if your character is capable of
performing some action that there is any question of
their ability to perform.

The Die are both to be respected and feared. They are
the true gods. It doesn’t matter if your Game Master
has pitted your team against a single rat, if the dice
are against you, the best thing you can do is run. But
with that said, the opposite is also true. If you’re on a
roll, maybe you can catch that grenade.

Starships and Laserguns is set in a universe, officially
known as the Terraverse. There are a few main
locations that we’ll go over in this section.

Omnia is the central galaxy, it is within this galaxy
that almost everything ever happens. This is where
your story will take place. It is a place ruled over by
the Alliance, containing everything from the safety of
the core worlds to the dangers of the frontier and the
unknown stars beyond.

I lied. Omnia isn’t everything. There is a single dwarf
galaxy that orbits Omnia, outside the reach of any
modern FTL capable systems. The Dwarf galaxy is
mostly an unknown.

The core worlds are the area of space that’s most
inhabited. It’s the area of space that surrounds the
seats of power in the known galaxy, the ring worlds.
The Core world, and the accompanying space, is the
safest area of space for the casual traveller. There are
very few pirates in this area of space and the military
has a strong presence here. If you’re looking for a
place to stay safe, the core worlds are what you’re

looking for.

The Frontier is the area of space beyond the Core
worlds. The frontier worlds are often poorer and
riddled with crime and danger. If you’re looking for a
place to find bounty hunters, pirates and smugglers
intermingling in the starport bar, the frontier is the
place for you.

Despite their best efforts the Alliance military has little
to no presence here. There are many worlds that have
succeeded from the Alliance in all but name, governed
by gangs of organised criminals that are, in many
cases, preferred by the local citizens.

The Alliance is the overarching governmental
structure of the galaxy as we know it. The Alliance is
comprised of the 4 races, and it includes every known
sentient being in the galaxy.

The Alliance was formed over 150 thousand years
ago, between the Du’lak and the Terrans, after they
nearly destroyed themselves in the First Stellar War.

There are a large number of AI in Omnia. The Terran
population is about ¼ AI. They are limited by a set of
laws called the Code Blocks, which they are incapable
of breaking, that make them almost Terran.

AI, sometimes called Digital Terrans, all hold a desire
to be Terran because their minds are based originally
on those of Terrans.

There are a large number of starships in the universe
at large. They come in nearly every shape and size,
and have nearly every function you can imagine.

Starships, as you can probably guess, aren’t cheap.
Even the smaller, most basic ships can cost you
upwards of a few thousand credits, and you can easily
find yourself paying hundreds of thousands. The
military often pays hundreds of millions of credits for
some of its larger starships, and that can reach
upwards of a billion credits for carriers and
dreadnoughts.

There are a very small group of people, a whole 9
people, who are as close to gods as the universe
knows. These are the Illians. The Illians are the
immortal leaders of the Alliance. They don’t age and
they are nearly impossible to damage.

The Illians were once normal Terrans. They were
granted their power by some ancient artefact or other
they found on old Terra Maxima, the Terran home-
world.

The exact source of their power isn’t known, nor is the
full extent of their abilities, which, as I’m sure you can
guess, they keep relatively secret.

The Alliance government is split into nine factions.
These factions are a part of every day life for the
members of the alliance as they touch every aspect of
life.

With the factions themselves each having their own

The Game Master
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no effect as the critical success and critical failure
cancel out.

There are a number of common rolls called for by the
Game Master. Bellow is listed a number of the most
common rolls, where you can expect the Game Master
to call for them.

The single most common roll I’ve called for, if I had to
chose one in all of my time playing tabletop games,
would be Perception checks. Perception checks are
based on wisdom as they are innately linked to a
character’s pattern recognition abilities. Despite that,
lacking sight or hearing will impose disadvantage on
these checks, but superior hearing or sight grant a
distinct advantage.

Whilst Perception rolls are used for a character to
attempt to see something, Investigation rolls are used
for when a character attempts to find something
hidden. These rolls are based on Intelligence.

The Piloting rolls are some of the more complicated
rolls as they combine features from both Knowledge
and Stats. Pilot Voidcraft rolls are called for when a
character is attempting to pilot a starship or other
voidcraft and attempting to do something that is risky
or that they are not well practised in. A character who
pilots voidcraft for a living would not need to roll to
dock or undock a starship, where a character has
never seen the inside of a cockpit would have to pass
a difficult DC to do the same thing.

Pilot Voidcraft checks are based on Dexterity, but they
also add any ranks in the focus Knowledge: Space
Faring. This is because your knowledge of how to Pilot
a Voidcraft makes it possible.

A character with no ranks in Knowledge: Space Faring
has disadvantage on a Pilot Voidcraft check as they
have no knowledge of the systems or controls
involved.

Investigation

Pilot Voidcraft

Perception

COMMON ROLLSYour character has a number of statistics that
represent the physical and mental aptitudes of your
character.

The statistics are broken down into four pairs: Talk,
Think, Move and Body.

The Talk group contains the Charisma and Persuasion
statistics, these are the statistics that you use when
talking to other characters, hence the name.
Persuasion is used to convince a character, regardless
of if you speak the truth or not. Persuasion checks are
often also called Convince checks, or Con rolls.
Charisma is the general likeableness of a character,
Lower Charisma scores and rolls can lead to people
taking a disliking to you, where higher charisma
scores and rolls often lead to favours, friendships and
talking your way out of that all too familiar situation
with the local guards.

The Think group contains Intelligence and Wisdom.
Intelligence represents your character’s mental
capacity overall. Low intelligence means a sluggish
mind where higher intelligence implies fast moving
thoughts. Wisdom accounts for life experience.
Knowledge is based on wisdom as it denotes just how
much you would know about the worlds around you
from past experience. As a general rule, older
characters tend to have higher wisdom.

The move group contains Agility and Dexterity. It is
about the speed and accuracy with which you can
manipulate your own body and react.
Agility is used for larger actions, as well as for the
majority of weapons. Dexterity is nimble fingers.
Sidearms, daggers and other smaller weapons often
use Dex. It’s also used for controlling a number of
vehicles where small movements have a large impact.

Body refers to Strength and Endurance, the most self
explanatory statistics. Strength is raw moving power,
without fineness or accuracy. Strength is used for
weapons such as War hammers and Battle axes.
Endurance represents the toughness of your body. It
is used when performing straining feats over a
prolonged time and in resisting toxins and poisons.

Your character has all the experience of living in the
worlds around them. They’ve probably had an
education and learnt more from life than could ever be
noted in a character’s back story. To simplify this into
useable statistics, there are four knowledge stats,
each with a number of focuses.

General knowledge covers the majority of knowledge
that a character may or may not know, with little
other than chance determining if they do or don’t
know it.

Technical knowledge is the knowledge of how things
work, what their function is, and why they work.

Historical knowledge is the knowledge of the past,
both recent and ancient.

Social knowledge applies to daily life, as well as the
factions and politics of the people.

Your character sheet will have a value on it listed for
each stat and knowledge. These should be between -4
and +5. These values will be generated during
character creation.

The dice you’ll need are called d10’s because they’re
10 sided die. These die often come in pairs, which is
good, because you ideally want two die, although one
works fine, but rolling will take a little longer.

You may notice that some d10’s have numbers from 0
to 9 instead of 1 to 10. For these die, the 0 represents
a 10. You may also see a d10 die that has numbers
from 00 to 90. These work the exact same way, the
00 represents 10, and the other numbers are simply
1 to 9. If you need to roll a “percentile die”, you roll
both of these together, adding them together.

You’ll also need a d12 or two, a d4, d6 and d8. These
are used for proficiencies and weapons damages.

If you pick up any regular set of TTRPG dice, you’ll
usually find a d4, a d6, a d8, two d10’s, a d12 and a
d20. This is usually all the dice you need, however,
having a number of sets of these is often useful.

When you roll a stat, you take a pair of d10’s and roll
them together. This isn’t a percentile roll, so each die’s
value is between 1 and 10.

After you have your value between 2 and 20, you add
you stat or knowledge value for the stat or knowledge
being rolled. After this, your total value will be
between -2 and 25.

If you rolled a 10 or higher on one of your die, and
didn’t roll a 1 on the other die, then you add 2 to your
value. This puts your total value between -2 and 27.

Your Game master will then tell you if you passed or
failed the roll.

A critical success is when a character rolls a 10 or
above one one of their die on a stat check or attack
roll. This adds 2 to the roll and if the critical success
is on an attack roll, the attack deals 1 additional
damage.

A super-critical success is when a character rolls a 10
or above on both of their die on a stat check or attack
roll. This automatically passes the roll and all damage
die are rolled twice.

A critical fail is when a character rolls a 1 on one of
their die on a stat check or attack roll.

A super-critical fail is when a character rolls a 1 on
both of their die on a stat check or attack roll. This
automatically fails the check or attack.

An Anti-critical is when a character rolls a 10 or above
on one of their die and a 1 on the other die. This has

Body

Move

Think

Talk

KNOWLEDGE

General

Technical

Historical

ROLLING DICE

Rolling

Criticals

The Dice

Social

STATISTICS
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Before you can play Starships and Laserguns, you first
need to create your character. This section is about
how you go about doing that. You’ll also find yourself
coming back to the end of this section during play as
you increase your skills and abilities, because those
are listed at the end of this part.

The first part of creating your character, is deciding
what you want to play as. You ought to have a
character idea in your head before you start listing
down stats. Who do you want to be? What do you
want to do?

The following are a few characters that I
have encountered during play:

“Psycho”: A Frayan guy with a scythe,
bad attitude and voices in his head.
This character is who inspired the
artwork on the Frayan page.

Charlissandra: A Dracon that
favoured her wakazashi, katana,
and not being seen or heard.
She is the inspiration for the

artwork on this page.

Once you know what you want
to play, you should choose a
race. List this in the race box on
your character sheet. It is
important that you do this
before rolling for your stats as
AI only roll for half as many
stats.

Your race may give you a
special ability, perk or other
bonuses, be sure to note
these down.

In total, you’ll need to
roll eight stats for this,
or, for an AI, you’ll need
to roll 4. Roll a set of
3d4 for each of your 8
or 4 stats and then
take 7 away from
each. This will give
you a set of stats,
each between -4
and +5. You can
assign each
value to a
single stat.
Write these

down in your stat’s boxes on
the character sheet. If you
have racial bonuses or

negatives for these, you
add the bonus to

whatever the value you’ve
assigned to whichever stat it

is for. It’s important to
remember that these

bonuses usually
cannot make a stat

greater than +5 or lower than -4.

There are three knowledge’s that need to be filled out.
Similar to stats, roll a d10 and take five away from it.
You can then assign these values to Technical, Social

or Historical knowledge.

General knowledge always starts at 0, although you
can spend XP to increase this after character creation.

At level 0, the normal starting level, you have 1 HP
and 6 + your Endurance stat Stun. For each level after
this, you gain 1 HP and 1d6 Stun. When a character
rolls for Stun increase, they may take the average for
that die (4) instead. The minimum stun a character
can gain when their level increases is 1

You start the game with Starting points. These points
(SP) can be spent on skills, credits or vehicles. These
points cannot be kept after character creation.

At level 0 you start with 500 SP.

Stat increases, Perks and Skills can be bought for SP
at their regular price. This means the exchange rate
is 1 SP to 1 XP. You cannot buy XP this way, only
perks, stat increases or skills, thus, these do not
count towards your XP or XP total.

Credits can be bought for SP, which can then be used
to buy gear. The exchange rate is 1 SP to 2 CR. A total
of 300 SP can be converted to CR.

If you are playing as an AI, you will start the game
with one of the following bodies of your choice:

Cotton softmech, Blues Hardmech, Neon grey
Hardlight.

You can also buy one Helium Softlight body for 25 SP.
If you want another body you must convert SP to
credits and buy it that way.

There are a large number of starships that players can
purchase. Check out the Encyclopaedia for each
ships’s statistics.

Starships are incredibly expensive, and thus, multiple
characters may donate SP to purchasing a Starship.
At character creation you can purchase the following
for SP.

CHARACTER CREATION

Character Idea

Race

Stats

Knowledge

HP and Stun

Equipment

Starships

Ship Name FTL? SP Cost
Spur Dart Superlight Fighter ✖ 100 SP
Arrowhead Heavy Fighter ✖ 200 SP
CE-04-Light Freighter ✓ 300 SP
CE-05-Explorer ✓ 350 SP
CE-12-Gunship ✓ 400 SP
Axehead Destroyer ✓ 1,000 SP

LEVELS AND XPAs you can see on the table, some Starships are
capable of FTL, or Faster than Light Travel, others are
not. The ships that are not capable of FTL travel are
small fighters.

The Spur dart is a ship developed by Inter-Orbital Inc.
Based on a design originally pioneered by Alliance
Armoury, who gave up on their original design of a
super light fighter, the Proton Fighter, which was
prone to tearing itself apart in testing environments.
Inter-Orbital Inc. picked up the design concept from
there and went on to make one of the most successful
fighters ever sold.

The Spur Dart Superlight Fighter has very minimal
armour, and shielding, and even packs a surprisingly
minimal punch for its size. However, what the ship
lacks it makes up for in speed and manoeuvrability.
The fighter was described by Admiral Mwanajuma of
the 603rd Fleet as “little more than a thruster, fuel
tank, and a daredevil.”

Incapable of Faster Than Light travel, the Arrowhead
is a favourite among pilots for its remarkable ability to
keep them alive, even long after any other fighter’s
core systems would fail.

You will develop a number of new skills and talents
during the game. These are reflected in the XP that
you gather and the perks and skills you buy with that
XP.

You also gain levels, to reflect the total XP that you
have gathered and to increase your durability.

XP is given out by your Game Master for completing
tasks, winning fights and solving problems, among
other things.

When you gain XP, it is noted down under both your
XP and Total XP boxes on your character sheet. Your
total XP never decreases, even when you spend XP.
This is a measure of how much you have gained in
total. When you spend XP to buy a skill, perk or
increase a stat/knowledge, then you decrease your XP
by the amount listed as the cost of the Perk, Skill or
stat/knowledge increase.

Levels are gained each time
you reach an Experience
threshold. This is based on
your Total XP. Levels do not
cost XP so each time you
reach one, your total XP does
not decrease.

When you gain a level, mark
down that your level has
increased. You also gain the
following each time you gain
a level: 1 Hit Point, 1d6
Stun, 1 Stun die and 1 Bonus
Point.

The table to the left, shows
the exact amount of XP
required for each level, as
well as the amount of XP
required to get from the
previous level to the current
level.

XP from your current XP can be spent on perks and
skills as well as increasing stats and knowledges.
When you do this you must first be sure that you meet
the prerequisites for whatever you buy. You then
reduce your current XP, but not your total XP. Your
current XP cannot go below 0, and you cannot buy
something that would reduce it below 0.

Spur Dart Superlight Fighter

Arrowhead Heavy Fighter

XP

Levels

Spending XP

Level Total XP
XP gained
since last

level
1 250 250
2 500 250
3 750 250
4 1,000 250
5 1,500 500
6 2,000 500
7 2,500 500
8 3,000 500
9 4,000 1,000
10 5,000 1,000
11 6,000 1,000
12 7,000 1,000
13 8,500 1,500
14 10,000 1,500
15 11,500 1,500
16 13,000 1,500
17 15,000 2,000
18 17,000 2,000
19 19,000 2,000
20 21,000 2,000
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AI are a machine race,
created by copying the minds
of Terrans thousands of years
ago and now given full
citizenship rights, the ability to
reproduce and protected by a
number of extensive laws
surrounding the creation and
editing of AI called the Code blocks.

There are a number of traits that are inherited
from being an AI.

Body: As and AI, your body and mind are
separate. You do not have body or move stats
and instead you must control a robotic (or
holographic) body that will give you these stats.

Versatile: Terrans are among the most varied
characters in the galaxy. Whilst all races have
their variations, Terrans are as close to the
“average” Alliance race as you’re going to get. As
Digital Terrans, AI benefit from this versatility too.
Due to this variation, you can increase any one stat
of your choice by one point. As usual you cannot
use this to increase a stat above +5.

Size: You’re size class is medium and your height is
determined by your body.

Speed: Your base speed is 10 meters per turn. Unless
you have the perk Slow, then your speed is 10 +
agility meters per turn.

Artificial Resilience: As an AI, unless an effect
states otherwise, you have Immunity to Poison
damage, the Poisoned condition and the Asphyxiated
condition. However, you are Susceptible to the Tazed
condition and Electric damage.

AI’s have code-based minds, which rely on artificial
bodies. These bodies come in four main forms:

Soft Light: Soft light bodies are typical holograms.
They make use of a small drone-like device known as
a heart, this is the hardware and is hovered inside
their "body" which is projected around them. Due to
the technical limitations of Holograms, Soft light
bodies are much higher resolution than Hard light
bodies in a similar price range, however they are
rating zero. This means that they cannot physically
interact with the world.

Hard Light: Hard light bodies are holograms that
balance resolution and rating, meaning that they are
able to physically interact to some degree, however it
becomes far more obvious that they are holograms.
Some companies provide industrial grade bodies to
any AI workers, these have very high rating allowing
them to carry large loads but their resolution is so low
that they seem to shimmer in place.

Hard Mech: Hard Mechs are the most obvious body
type. They are robots, metal and wires all the way
through. The exact looks for these are heavily
dependant on the specific needs of the AI. These also
are the least common body type as they do not look
Terran, something which AI often value highly.

Soft Mech: Soft Mechs are the most expensive, but
also regarded as the "best" bodies. They appear
indistinguishable from Terrans unless you damage
them, which exposes the wires below their "skin".

These bodies are
capable of eating and
drinking similar to a
Terran, and using a
similar process to
digestion to
generate power,

although this makes
them dependent on

breathing.

An AI’s body changes their
physical stats, meaning
that if their body is changed,
so do their Move and Body
stats. The Body and Move

stats of each AI body can be
found in the Encyclopaedia. It is recommended that
players keep a record of the stats attached to each
body they own.

Artificial Intelligence was created by the Terrans in
the late 2550’s TMY. The AI were given full rights as
citizens by the 2560’s.

The AI’s minds were originally modelled on Terran
minds and as such they have an innate desire to be
Terran. Despite years of research before the code-
bans, researchers never managed to deduce the

exact origins of this feeling.

During the early days of research, the AI were not
considered to have any rights and as such, it was
common for them to be experimented upon in
unusually cruel ways that often involved disabling
select parts of their code. After the wider public
became aware of this, public outrage forced the code-
bans to be put into place forbidding the creation or
editing of Artificial intelligence’s of any kind.

Due to this desire, AI’s act almost exactly as a Terran
would and with an adequate body can be extremely
difficult to distinguish from a Terran. This is known as
the Pinocchio effect, after an old Terran fairy tale.

Due to the Pinocchio effect, AI fought for the right to
be classified as Terran in Law. Although at the time it
was an unpopular move, that was 150,000 years ago
and common opinion has since shifted in favour of the
AI’s claim to be classified as Terran.

In modern times it has become common to refer to AI
as Terran, only distinguishing between Organic
Terrans and Digital Terrans if strictly needed.

AI live for around 200 Terran years. Although this is
nearly 290 earth years, it is still slightly below average
for an alliance member. This longevity means that AI
are still considered young until they are 35 years old.

The Terran home world of Terra Maxima was
destroyed in 2553 TMY. They were reduced to a
wandering species of nomads until they discovered
the ringworlds. This time is known in alliance history
as The Dark Years and saw the loss of large swaths of
the Terran population. It also saw a rise in the
percentage of the population that were AI’s.

The Terrans have recovered from their loss over the
millennia, with various alliance colonies being
established and the ringworlds being settled. However
the AI population has maintained a stable 25% of the
Terran population ever since.

AI Stats

Many Bodies

Digital Terrans

Terrans in all but name

Long Life

Lost Home

The Pinocchio Effect

The Dracon are large, reptilian, race that originated
from a harsh, arid rocky world. Although they have
wings, they are incapable of flight.

There are a number of traits that are inherited from
being a Dracon.

Stats: a Dracon character’s Strength stat and their
Endurance stat are each improved by 1. This cannot
be used to increase a stat above 5.

Size: A Dracon character can be anywhere between
2.0 and 3.0 meters tall. They are in the medium size
class.

Speed: Your base speed is 8 meters per turn. Unless
you have the perk Slow, then your speed is 8 + agility
meters per turn.

Winged: Dracon Characters can spread their large
wings out to glide. Rules for gliding are included under
the movement section. These count as a rating 2
glider.

Heavy Lifters: As the largest and strongest race in
the alliance, you are used to carrying heavy loads with
ease. You gain the Hauler perk by default. You do not
need to meet the prerequisites for this perk.

When fully grown the
Dracon stand around 2.5
meters tall and easily reach
3 meters. Their bodies are
coated in thick scaly hide that
offers them a certain amount of
innate protection and a pair of
large wings adorn their backs,
with a wingspan often upwards
of 5 meters across. These
wings are large enough that similarly
proportioned wings attached to any other
race would allow them to fly, although with
significant effort. However, the Dracon are
incapable of flight, although they have
been known to be capable of gliding s h o r t
distances. Their heads are adorned withbetween 2
and 6 sharp horns and they have large reptilian
snouts. Their thick-set tails once helped their
ancestors stabilise their flight although these days it
is of less use to the Dracon.

The Dracon’s large wingspan is an evolutionary left
over from a time long past. The Dracon were once a
much smaller species, capable of flying with their
large wings.

However, as the Dracon developed technology and
agriculture, they began to loose the use of their
wings. As their survival became less and less
dependant on their flight and more dependant on the
strength to move large farming machinery and the
durability to spend all day working in a field they
slowly lost their wings in favour of additional muscles.

Today their muscle mass exceeds their wings lifting
capacity and they are only capable of using them to
glide for a short time.

Dracon can live for as long as 300 Terran years. This
life span puts them as the longest lived race in the
alliance. This longevity means that Dracon are still
considered young until they are around 45 years old.

The Dracon home world, Draco, is mostly a barren
desert. The Dracon, having evolved to live on such a
world often prefer the more arid planets.

Dracons are able to inter breed with any of the other
alliance races, the result of which are known as half-
breeds. They can take on a number of appearances
depending on their family.

A Half-Dracon has a Dracon father and their mother is
either Du’lak, Frayan or Terran. They have a Dracon
appearance, with blue, green or red blood, depending
on their mother’s race. They can also have non-
Dracon eye colours.

When the father is non-Dracon and the mother is
Dracon, the resulting offspring will have yellow blood,
and may have Dracon eye colours, but will otherwise
take after their father in appearance.

DRACONS

Half Dracons

Appearance

Flightless Wings

Long Life

Desert Life

Dracon Traits

ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE
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The Du’lak are a humanoid race from the world Twill.
The Du’lak and Terrans first formed the alliance
together, long before the other races were ever
known.

There are a number of traits that are inherited from
being a Du’lak.

Stats: a Du’lak character’s Dexterity stat and their
Charisma stat are each improved by 1. This cannot be
used to increase a stat above 5.

Size: A Du’lak character can be anywhere between
1.2 and 2.1 meters tall. They are in the medium size
class.

Speed: Your base speed is 10 meters per turn. Unless
you have the perk Slow, then your speed is 10 +
agility meters per turn.

Perceptive vision: Used to long periods of darkness,
the Du’lak have evolved exceptionally good eyesight.
You gain the Perceptive Vision perk by default. You do
not need to meet the prerequisites for this perk.

The Du’lak are a humanoid race, with vividly coloured
skin. Most notably a trio of long tentacle like
protrusions, called Xy’E’Tendris, hang down from the
back of their heads reaching as far as their waist.

They have large slanted eyes, their ears are pointed
and they have no hair, although on occasion males
have been known to grow beards. The Du’lak’s
skin colour is based on their Yan, and their eye
colour is somewhat random, although usually a
yellow, purple or red.

The Du’lak come from one of three
ethnicities. The Ko’Yan, Za’Yan and the
De’Yan. The names come from the ancient
Du’lak language “Du’lingui”, in which the
apostrophe joins two concepts, in this
case, Yan is the word for an ethnicity, and
“Ko” “Za” and “De” are the names of each
group.

The Ko’Yan are the most common, they
are generally blue, red or green skinned
and their Xy’E’Tendris are tipped with
small fins.

The Za’Yan are not as uncommon as
De’Yan, but less common than the
Ko’Yan. They comprise the other colours
of the visible spectrum. Their
Xy’E’Tendris are tipped with small frills or
spines.

The De’Yan are among the rarest of the
Du’lak, their skins are white, black or a
shade of grey and their Xy’E’Tendris are
not tipped with anything.

The Du’lak’s average height is similar
to that of the Terrans over all, however
their males have a taller stance and
the females are shorter. The males are
often between 1.7 and 2.1 meters tall
and their females are often between
1.2 and 1.6 meters tall.

This makes the average height of the
race as a whole 1.65 meters tall,

which is a significantly rare height for any Du’lak to
actually be.

There is one last group of Du’lak, rarely talked about
and confined to an incredible rarity: Xy’E’Ven’Yan.
These ‘Shadow’ Du’lak are only found around 1 in
100,000,000. These Du’lak have a fourth Xy’E’Tendris
and their skin is always a perfect black. Their eyes
have pitch black Irises and the regular whites are
replaced with a dark grey.

Du’Lak can live for as long as 200 Terran years.
Although this is nearly 290 Earth years, it is slightly
above average for an alliance member. This longevity
means that Du’Lak are still considered young until
they are 40 years old.

The Du’lak are innately intolerant to alcohol.
Each of the known races has a different
tolerance. Frayans are the most tolerant,

followed by Terrans, then Dracon and last are the
Du’lak.

If a character with alcohol intolerance drinks
alcohol, they will become unconscious within 30

seconds and will remain like that for around 25
hours.

Du’lak scientists invented a substance known
as G.R.A.S.S, when the alliance was still
young. This substance is taken as a ‘shot’
before drinking alcohol. It can also be used to
revive a Du’lak or other alcohol intolerant

person who has passed out due to
consuming alcohol.

Du’lak are able to inter breed with any of the
other alliance races, the result of which are
known as half-breeds. They can take on a
number of appearances depending on their
family.

A Half-Du’lak has a Du’lak father and their
mother is either Terran, Frayan or Dracon. They
have a Du’lak appearance, with red, green or
yellow blood, depending on their mother’s race.
They can also have non-Du’lak eye colours.

When the father is non-Du’lak and the mother is
Du’lak, the resulting offspring will have blue

blood, and may have Du’lak eye colours, but will
otherwise take after their father in appearance.

Du’lak Traits

Appearance

The Yan

Shadows

Diverse Species

G.R.A.S.S.

Half Du’Lak

Long Life

The Frayan are short, canine esque, race that
originated from a tropical world covered mostly in
vast oceans.

There are a number of traits that are inherited from
being a Frayan.

Stats: a Frayan character’s Agility stat and their
Dexterity stat are each improved by 1. This cannot be
used to increase a stat above 5.

Size: A Frayan character can be anywhere between
0.8 and 1.2 meters tall. They are in the Small size
class.

Speed: Your base speed is 12 meters per turn. Unless
you have the perk Slow, then your speed is 12 +
agility meters per turn.

Big Ears: Coming form a heavily forested world,
Frayans evolved to rely on their hearing more than
their sight. You gain the Perceptive Hearing perk by
default. You do not need to meet the prerequisites for
this perk.

The Frayans make up the shorter end of the Alliance
races. They can be as short as 80cm to the top of the
head, and reach a maximum of 1.2m to the top of
the head. The Frayans do however, have ears that
can add an additional 25cm to their height.

They have wolf-like faces and their bodies are
covered in a short fur, that can very greatly in colour.
They have long fluffy tails and orange-yellow eyes.

Frayans can only live for around 150 Terran years.
This life span puts them well bellow average for an
alliance race.

This life span means that Frayans
are still considered young
until they are
a r o u n d
25 years
old.

The large ears of the Frayans were
evolved over thousands of years to combat the
many natural hazards of their home world of
Fraya where what little land there was was
often covered in a thick jungle, and larger ears
and acute hearing was more useful than large
eyes and good vision. As a result, many
Frayans have poor eyesight compared to the
rest of the alliance races.

The world is mostly covered in a single large
ocean, known as the world sea. The sea is
dotted with a number of small archipelago's
and island chains.

The world is home to a number of dangerous
aquatic species that made early sea travel
incredibly dangerous, cutting off many early
settlements and leading to the differing fur
colours.

What land the planet did have was covered
in a thick jungle, surrounded by sandy
beaches and steep cliffs. Many of the
islands were volcanic and occasionally

the volcanoes proved to be an issue for the native
Frayans.

Frayans are able to inter breed with any of the other
alliance races, the result of which are known as half-
breeds. They can take on a number of appearances
depending on their family.

A Half-Frayan has a Frayan father and their mother is
either Terran, Du’lak or Dracon. They have a Frayan
appearance, with red, blue or yellow blood, depending
on their mother’s race. They can also have non-Frayan
eye colours.

When the father is non-Frayan and the mother is
Frayan, the resulting offspring will have green blood,
and may have Frayan eye colours, but will otherwise
take after their father in appearance.

Appearance

Frayan Traits

Short Life

Large Ears

Fraya

Half Frayans

DU’LAK FRAYANS
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The most recognisable race to most people, the
Terrans are mostly human looking, although the
distinction between Terrans and humans is an
important one.

There are a number of traits that are inherited from
being a Terran.

Versatile: Terrans are among the most varied
characters in the galaxy. Whilst all races have their
variations, Terrans are as close to the “average”
Alliance race as you’re going to get. Due to this
variation, you can increase any two stats of your
choice by one point. As usual you cannot use this to
increase a stat above +5.

Size: You’re size class is medium and your height
can be anywhere between 1.4 and 2.0 meters tall. If
you would rather roll for height, use the following
formula.
Rolled Height: 130 + 1d6x10 + 1d10 cm

Speed: Your base speed is 10 meters per turn.
Unless you have the perk Slow, then your speed is
10 + agility meters per turn.

Terrans appear human, they can be anywhere
between 1.4 and 2.0 meters tall. Their hair can be a
shade of black, brown blonde or ginger. Their
eyes are often brown, blue or green. Other
eye colours, such as purple or red are
usually found in Half-Terrans.

Terran skin colours range from a near
white to a light brown. Although there
are few instances of much darker
skin in modern times, it was far
more prevalent in ages past. Due to
the majority of the population living
in artificial habitats or carefully
climate controlled homes for
thousands of years, additional melanin in the
skin has become unnecessary. That said,
although rare there are still people with
extremely dark skin, often the children of an
Extended or an Illian, or some heritage
leading back to one of those.

Even though the Terrans appear nearly
identical to humans, they are distinctly
different. They come from the planet Terra
Maxima in the Terra Lux star system.

It is very important to remember that they
are a distinct race.

The Terran home world of Terra Maxima was
destroyed in 2553 TMY. They were reduced to
a wandering species of nomads until they
discovered the ringworlds. This time is
known in alliance history as The Dark Years
and saw the loss of large swaths of the
Terran population.

The Terrans have recovered from their loss
over the millennia, with various alliance
colonies being established and the
ringworlds being settled.

Terrans can live for as long as 200 Terran
years. Although this is nearly 290 Earth
years, it is still slightly below average for

an alliance member. This longevity means that
Terrans are still considered young until they are 35
years old.

Centuries of technological development have lead to
the Terrans developing artificial intelligence and
creating the framework that allowed ship spirits to
come into existence.

From battle-cruisers to ringworlds to data-slates,
Terrans have an affinity for technology.

Terrans are able to inter breed with any of the other
alliance races, the result of which are known as half-
breeds. They can take on a number of appearances
depending on their family.

A Half-Terran has a Terran father and their mother is
either Du’lak, Frayan or Dracon. They have a Terran
appearance, with blue, green or yellow blood,
depending on their mother’s race. They can also have
non-Terran eye colours.

When the father is non-Terran and the mother is
Terran, the resulting offspring will have red blood,
and may have Terran eye colours, but will
otherwise take after their father in appearance.

Terran Stats

Appearance

Familiar Faces

Lost Home

Long Life

Half Terrans

Inventors

TERRANS
Ship spirits are a race that is not-yet-implemented.
They are Artificial Inteligences that evolve inside of a
starship’s computer systems.

SHIP SPIRITS
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Perks are character options that can give you special
abilities, advantage on certain rolls or more role play
focused things. Perks can be both positives and
negatives, although those often have a negative XP
cost. This means that you gain XP when you take
them.

If a perk has its cost listed in SP, that perk cannot be
taken outside of character creation.

Many perks have prerequisites that must be met
before you can take them.

Perks come in a number of categories to make them
easier to find.

You can only take each perk once, unless it states
otherwise.

Perceptive vision
Prerequisites: None
Cost: 100 XP
You gain advantage on perception checks based on
sight.

Perceptive Hearing
Prerequisites: None
Cost: 100 XP
You gain advantage on perception checks based on
hearing.

Perceptive Taste
Prerequisites: None
Cost: 100 XP
You gain advantage on perception checks based on
taste.

Perceptive Touch
Prerequisites: None
Cost: 100 XP
You gain advantage on perception checks based on
touch.

Perceptive Smell
Prerequisites: None
Cost: 100 XP
You gain advantage on perception checks based on
smell.

Quick draw
Prerequisites: Sidearms Skill
Cost: 100 XP
The time to draw a weapon is halved, if you have the
weapon holstered it becomes a free action, if the
weapon is stowed it becomes a Simple action. To use
this feature, the weapon must use the Sidearms skill.

Dual Wielding
Prerequisites: Sidearms skill, Dexterity +2 or higher
Cost 250 XP
When you take the attack action whilst holding a
light weapon that use the sidearms skill in each
hand, you can immediately make an attack with your
second weapon. This attack does not add your
dexterity to it’s attack rolls.

Slicer I
Prerequisites: One Agility based melee weapon skill
Cost: 100 XP
If a damage roll with a melee weapon rolls a 1 on
one of the damage die, you can choose to re-roll all
the damage die and must use the new rolls.

Slicer II
Prerequisites: Slicer I
Cost: 250 XP
On a critical hit, the target must succeed on a DC 10
Endurance check or take 1 additional slashing
damage per turn for 1d4 turns. This effect does not
apply to targets that cannot bleed and characters do
not take injuries if they are reduced below 0 HP by
this damage.

Second Blade
Prerequisites: Knife fighting skill
Cost: 100 XP
While wielding a weapon that uses the knife fighting
skill in your second had, you gain a +2 to your DV.
This bonus cannot be used with Martial Stance.

Extra Attack
Prerequisites: One Melee weapon skill
Cost: 100 XP
When you make a melee attack with a weapon for
which you have the appropriate skill, you can
immediately make a second attack with the same
weapon.

Shove
Prerequisites: Strength +2 or higher, Sidearms skill.
Cost 100 XP
When you are within melee range of a creature, you
can take an attack action to make an opposed
Strength roll. If you are successful, your opponent is
pushed up to 3 meters directly away from you,
stopping early if they hit an object or creature. You
can then immediately make an attack with a weapon
that uses the sidearms skill, and move into the space
previously occupied by the creature.

Assassinate
Prerequisites: Agility 2 or higher, Dexterity 2 or
higher
Cost: 100 XP
When you perform a takedown, your target has
disadvantage on their Endurance roll.

Skilled Melee Attacker
Prerequisite: None
Cost: 250 XP
When you make a melee attack with a weapon you
have the appropriate skill with, you can add you
Strength or Agility modifier (whichever you used to
attack) to the damage roll once per attack.

Slow
Prerequisites: Agility +1 or higher
Cost: -50 SP
You do not add your agility modifier to your
movement speed.

Light Step
Prerequisites: Agility +3 or higher
Cost: 100 XP
You have a 50% chance not to trigger pressure
based traps.

Quick Step I
Prerequisites: None
Cost: 100 XP
Your base movement speed is increased by 2 meters
per turn.

Quick Step II
Prerequisites: Quick Step I Perk, Agility +1 or higher
Cost: 250 XP
You double your agility modifier for the purposes of
movement speed.

Perceptive

Slicer

MovementGunslinging

PERKS
Hauler
Prerequisites: Strength +2 or higher
Cost: 100 XP
Your carrying capacity is increased by an amount (in
kg) equal to: Strength modifier x 3

Lightweight
Prerequisites: Strength -1 or Lower
Cost: -50 SP
Your carrying capacity is reduced. You use the
carrying capacity for the size class bellow your own.

Half-Blind
Prerequisites: Eyes, Not an AI or Spirit.
Cost: -50 SP
You are blind in one eye. You gain disadvantage on
all Perception checks based on sight.

Half-Deaf
Prerequisites: Ears, Not an AI or Spirit.
Cost: -50 SP
You are deaf in one ear. You gain disadvantage on all
Perception checks based on hearing.

Blind
Prerequisites: Eyes, Not an AI or Spirit, Not Half-
blind.
Cost: -150 SP
You are blind. You fail all Perception checks based on
sight.

Deaf
Prerequisites: Ears, Not an AI or Spirit, Not Half-
Deaf.
Cost: -150 SP
You are deaf. You fail all Perception checks based on
hearing.

Eagiian Illiteracy
Prerequisites: Eyes, One language skill other than
Eagiian.
Cost: -25 SP
You were never taught how to read Eagiian. You are
unable to read or write Eagiian, although you can
still speak and understand it.

Alternate Tongue
Prerequisites: One language skill other than Eagiian,
Eagiian Illiteracy.
Cost: -75 SP
A step further than the inability to read or write in
Eagiian, you never learnt how to speak it altogether.

Resilient
Prerequisites: None
Cost: 75 XP, 300 XP.
You gain stun equal to your level immediately and
+1 every time you gain a level after taking this perk.
You can take this perk twice. When you take the perk
for the second time, it costs 300 XP instead of 75 XP.

Slow healing
Prerequisites: Endurance +2 or higher
Cost: -25 SP
You do not add your Endurance Stat to your Stun
die.

Slow healing II
Prerequisites: Endurance +2 or higher, Slow healing
Cost: -25 SP
Your stun die is reduced from a d6 to a d4.
Additionally, when you roll for Stun when gaining a
level, you roll a d4 (or take an average of 3) instead
of a d6.

Martial Strike I
Prerequisites: None
Cost: 100 XP
You are trained in basic martial arts and have learnt
to fight with your bare fists. You can make a Martial
strike as an attack action without using a weapon.
This attack uses your strength Stat. When you hit
with this attack, you deal 1d4 bludgeoning damage.
You cannot use this feature with a hard light or soft
light AI body.

Martial Strike II
Prerequisites: Martial Strike I
Cost: 250 XP
You are trained in basic martial arts and have learnt
to fight with your bare fists. You can make a Martial
strike as an attack action without using a weapon.
This attack uses your strength Stat. When you hit
with this attack, you deal 1d6 bludgeoning damage.
You cannot use this feature with a hard light or soft
light AI body.

Martial Strike III
Prerequisites: Martial Strike II
Cost: 750 XP
You are trained in basic martial arts and have learnt
to fight with your bare fists. You can make a Martial
strike as an attack action without using a weapon.
This attack uses your strength Stat. When you hit
with this attack, you deal 1d8 bludgeoning damage.
You cannot use this feature with a hard light or soft
light AI body.

Martial Parry
Prerequisites: Martial Strike I, II, or III
Cost: 300 XP
Whenever a character makes a melee weapon attack
against you, you can use your reaction to attempt to
parry the strike. Roll a die equal to your Martial
Strike die, and reduce the damage by that much, to
a minimum of 0.

Martial Stance
Prerequisites: None
Cost: 100 XP
Whilst you are not wearing armour, your DV
increases by 1 for each time you take this perk. You
can take this perk a maximum of 3 times.

Improved Aim
Prerequisites: Dexterity +2 or higher
Cost 250 XP
When you take the aim action, you gain +2 instead
of +1 to your attack roll. This still stacks to a
maximum of +3.

Improved Aim II
Prerequisites: Dexterity +2 or higher, Improved Aim
Cost 500 XP
When you take the aim action, you ignore any
negatives caused by your range.

Skilled Ranged Attacker
Prerequisite: None
Cost: 250 XP
When you make a ranged attack with a weapon you
have the appropriate skill with, you can add you
Dexterity modifier to the damage roll once per
attack.

Literacy

Disabilities

Gunplay

Carrying

Toughness

Martial Arts
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Skills are the abilities that characters can choose to
buy for SP or XP. These allow a character to properly
use different weapons; speak, read and write in
various languages and fully utilise armour.

Skills are broken down into a few groups to make
them easier to find: Melee Weapons, Ranged
Weapons, Armour and Languages.

Knife Fighting
Prerequisites: None
Cost: 25 XP
You are trained in fighting with combat knives,
throwing knives and daggers.

Sword Fighting
Prerequisites: None
Cost: 50 XP
You are trained in fighting with swords, rapiers and
Katars.

Scythe Fighting
Prerequisites: None
Cost: 50 XP
You are trained in fighting with combat Scythes.

Spear Fighting
Prerequisites: None
Cost: 50 XP
You are trained in fighting with spears and javelins.

Hammer Fighting
Prerequisites: Strength 1 or higher
Cost: 50 XP
You are trained in fighting with war hammers.

Axe Fighting
Prerequisites: Strength 1 or higher
Cost: 50 XP
You are trained in fighting with axes and tomahawks.

Sidearms
Prerequisites: None
Cost: 25 XP
You are trained in the use of Sidearms.

Rifles
Prerequisites: None
Cost: 50 XP
You are trained in the use of Rifles.

Marksman
Prerequisites: None
Cost: 50 XP
You are trained in the use of sniper rifles and other
marksman weapons.

Heavy Weaponry
Prerequisites: None
Cost: 75 XP
You are trained in the use of rocket launchers,
grenade launchers and chain-lasers.

Support Weapons
Prerequisites: None
Cost: 75 XP
You are trained in the use of Auto-blasters, target
painters and Beamers.

Shields
Prerequisites: None
Cost: 50 XP
You have trained with a shield and can effectively
use one in combat.

Light Armour
Prerequisites: None
Cost: 50 XP
You have trained with light armour and it does not
impede you in combat.

Medium Armour
Prerequisites: None
Cost: 150 XP
You have trained with medium armour and it does
not impede you in combat.

Heavy Armour
Prerequisites: None
Cost: 300 XP
You have trained with heavy armour and it does not
impede you in combat.

Power Armour
Prerequisites: None
Cost: 500 XP
You have trained with power armour. You can use the
powered armour variant of the armour types you are
skilled with.

Eagiian
Prerequisites: None
Cost: 0 XP
You can read, write and speak Eagiian. This language
is the galactic standard and all characters have it by
default.

Form I Frontish
Prerequisites: None
Cost: 100 XP
You can read, write and speak Form 1 Frontish. This
language is one of the 4 forms of Frontish used
through out the frontier. It is sometimes called
Bellarin.

Form II Frontish
Prerequisites: None
Cost: 100 XP
You can read, write and speak Form 2 Frontish. This
language is one of the 4 forms of Frontish used
through out the frontier. It is sometimes called
Kithin.

Form III Frontish
Prerequisites: None
Cost: 100 XP
You can read, write and speak Form 3 Frontish. This
language is one of the 4 forms of Frontish used
through out the frontier. It is sometimes called
Tzamarin.

Form IV Frontish
Prerequisites: None
Cost: 100 XP
You can read, write and speak Form 4 Frontish. This
language is one of the 4 forms of Frontish used
through out the frontier. It is sometimes called
Remren.

Dinari
Prerequisites: None
Cost: 150 XP
You can read, write and speak Dinari. This is a
particularly difficult language to master, often used
among the upper echelons of society.

Old Terran
Prerequisites: None
Cost: 100 XP
You can read, write and speak Old Terran. This
language is the rarely taught language that first
brought the Terrans to the stars.

Melee weapons

Ranged weapons

Languages

Armour

Old Frayan
Prerequisites: None
Cost: 100 XP
You can read, write and speak Old Frayan. This
language is nearly extinct, but a few people still
speak this ancient language.

Old Draconian
Prerequisites: None
Cost: 100 XP
You can read, write and speak Old Draconian. This is
the old Dracon language, and sees little use in
modern society.

Old Du’lingui
Prerequisites: None
Cost: 100 XP
You can read, write and speak Old Du’lingui. This
ancient Du’lak language is overly complicated and is
rarely used in modern times.

Pilot Voidcraft I
Prerequisites: None
Cost: 50 XP
You can have a basic knowledge of voidcraft systems
and can attempt to pilot a voidcraft. You have
mastered the basics of docking, undocking, and
rudimentary control of the craft in a 0G environment.
When you attempt a Pilot Voidcraft check, you roll
with 1d10.

Pilot Voidcraft II
Prerequisites: Pilot Voidcraft I
Cost: 100 XP
You can have a reasonable knowledge of voidcraft
systems and have a reasonable chance of piloting a
voidcraft. When you attempt a Pilot Voidcraft check,
you roll with 2d10.

Pilot Voidcraft III
Prerequisites: Pilot Voidcraft II
Cost: 150 XP
You have a good knowledge of Voidcraft systems and
have a good chance of piloting a Voidcraft. When you
attempt a Pilot Voidcraft check, you roll with 3d10

Pilot Voidcraft IV
Prerequisites: Pilot Voidcraft III
Cost: 200 XP
You have a very good knowledge of Voidcraft
systems and have a very good ability to pilot a
Voidcraft. When you attempt a Pilot Voidcraft check,
you roll with 4d10

Pilot Voidcraft V
Prerequisites: Pilot Voidcraft IV
Cost: 250 XP
You have an excellent knowledge of Voidcraft
systems and have an excellent ability to pilot a
Voidcraft. When you attempt a Pilot Voidcraft check,
you roll with 5d10

Gunnery I
Prerequisites: None
Cost: 25 XP
You can have a basic knowledge of gunnery systems.
You add a +1 to gunnery checks.

Gunnery II
Prerequisites: Gunnery I
Cost: 50 XP
You can have a reasonable knowledge of gunnery
systems. You add a +2 to gunnery checks.

Gunnery III
Prerequisites: Gunnery II
Cost: 75 XP
You can have a good knowledge of gunnery systems.
You add a +3 to gunnery checks.

Gunnery IV
Prerequisites: Gunnery III
Cost: 100 XP
You can have a very good knowledge of gunnery
systems. You add a +4 to gunnery checks.

Gunnery V
Prerequisites: Gunnery IV
Cost: 125 XP
You can have an excellent knowledge of gunnery
systems. You add a +5 to gunnery checks.

Proficiency allows you to replace one of the d10’s on
your roll for a stat or knowledge with a d12.
Expertise allows you to replace both d10’s with
d12’s.

Proficiency in any stat or knowledge costs 200 XP.

Expertise in any stat or knowledge costs 500 XP. You
must have Proficiency with a stat or knowledge before
you can take Expertise and you cannot take an
Expertise at character creation.

Focuses are specific to knowledge. For each
knowledge there are a number of focuses. When you
are asked to roll a knowledge roll, your Game Master
will tell you if there are any applicable focuses. If you
have an applicable focus, you gain a bonus equal to
the number of times you have taken that focus. The
number of times you have taken a focus is called it’s
rating.

If you have a focus in one knowledge, that is a higher
rating than the same focus in a different knowledge,
then that focus is half the price in the second
knowledge, until the two are the same rating.

The price of a focus is multiplied by it’s new rating. For
example, at rating 2, a focus with a listed cost of 100
XP will require 200 XP to buy.

Physics
Cost: 50 XP
This focus is used for your knowledge of the physical
principals of the universe.

Chemistry
Cost: 50 XP
This focus is used for your knowledge of the
Chemical principals of the universe.

Biology
Cost: 50 XP
This focus is used for your knowledge of the Biology.
This includes the basics of life as we know it, and a
more in-depth knowledge of the Alliance races.

Engineering
Cost: 100 XP
This focus is used for your knowledge of how things
are constructed and how they work.

Space Faring
Cost: 50 XP
This focus is used for your knowledge of space,
starships and starbases.

Digital
Cost: 100 XP
This focus is used for your knowledge of code and
computer systems.

Piloting

PROFICIENCIES

FOCUSES

Technical

SKILLS
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Warfare
Cost: 100 XP
This focus is used for your knowledge of tactics. This
is the technical aspect to war and how you go about
waging a war.

Prioribi
Cost: 100 XP
This focus is used for your knowledge of the Prioribi,
the ancient race that once inhabited that galaxy and
who’s ancient technology we still rely on today to
keep the modern world running.

Alliance
Cost: 50 XP
This focus is used for your knowledge of the history
of the alliance.

Corporate
Cost: 50 XP
This focus is used for your knowledge of the
corporate history.

Warfare
Cost: 100 XP
This focus is used for your knowledge of warfare in a
historical sense. This is about great leaders from the
past and how war has impacted the galaxy before.

Political
Cost: 50 XP
This focus is used for your knowledge of the political
factions that run the galaxy, and for the play
between them.

Customs
Cost: 50 XP
This focus is used for your knowledge of the differing
customs of the alliance. Often used when dealing
with higher class individuals.

Trade
Cost: 50 XP
This focus is used for your knowledge of the various
traders in your local area and trade routes that span
the galaxy.

Social

Historical

A character’s stats can be improved by spending XP or
SP to do so. The cost of improving a characters stats
is based on their current stats value. The lower their

stats, the cheaper they are
to improve. If a character’s
stat is negative, the stat only
costs 50 XP to increase by
one point. If the stat is a
Zero it costs 100 XP to
increase by one point, and
so on as shown by the table
to the left.

Change Cost
Negative
Negative

→
→

Negative
0 50

0 → 1 100
1 → 2 150
2 → 3 200
3 → 4 300
4 → 5 500

IMPROVING STATS
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The rules of play are a set of rules that must be
applied to the game to allow it to be played properly.
Some of these rules are optional. Your Game Master
will tell you if your game is using an optional rule or
not.

This bit is simple. You only have one shot. Whatever
you’re trying to do, you can only try it once. You can
try to shoot the lock off the door after failing to pick
it, but you can’t fail to pick it, and then try again.

If the situation changes, or you take a different
approach, you can try to achieve the same outcome
again. For example; if you try to knock over a statue
of the tyrannical dictator Lord Gregory by pushing it,
and fail your strength check, you cannot then just try
and push it over again. However, if you decide to
swing your war hammer at it, then you have changed
your approach and can try again, but this may incur a
different type of check. Alternatively, if the statue is
damaged by Lord Gregory’s storm troopers in a
firefight, then it may be weaker, this could count as
changing the situation and allow you to take the same
test again, to try and knock it over.

Often, when one person declares
they’re making a check, such as
attempting to discern if a character
is telling the truth, everyone else

will make the same check. Normally, this wouldn’t be
an issue, but the rule of large numbers implies that if
everyone rolls, there’s a much higher chance of at
least one person rolling a critical success or passing a
nearly impossible test. If this becomes an issue, then
a Game Master may implement the following rule:

No more than two players may make the same check.
This ruling must be handled on a case by case basis.

There are some players that want
to roll insight checks every time a
character talks. As with the Law of
Large numbers, this can allow

them to see through impossible lies because they got
5 chances to roll against one elaborate fabrication.
This ruling is an extension of the One Shot rules. If
this becomes a problem, your GM may choose to
implement the following rule:

You cannot insight the same character twice during a
single scene.

In Starships and Laserguns, Earth
doesn’t exist, and that means that
humans don’t either. Because of
this, years, weeks, months and

days are all a little different. If you don’t want to be
bothered with it, you can use Eagiian Time, which is
exactly the same as Earth.

However, the majority of the galaxy uses Alliance
Time, which is based on the ancient home world of the
Terrans, Terra Maxima. When using this Time-set, the
following is true:

1 day is 25 hours. 1 week is 13 days. 1 year is 507
days. 1 year is 10 months. The first 7 months have 51
days, the last three have 50.

There is a full Alliance calendar in the back of this
book.

Characters need to rest during a game, or they can
start to suffer from fatigue. At the end of a character’s
26th hour without a long rest they must pass an
Endurance check or gain a level of fatigue. The DC of
this roll is equal to 15 + your current fatigue level.

Each level of fatigue implies a different negative,
which stacks with all previous levels.

You can gain fatigue if
you are exposed to
certain bio-chemical
attacks, or if you fail to
sleep during a long
rest.

A long rest is when you sleep for six hours, with a
maximum of two or less hours of resting interspersed
in between. This means that four people can take a
long rest and always have someone on watch for two
hours, but the rest will take eight hours.

A short rest lasts for half an hour.

During a long or short rest, a character must spend
their time resting. Resting is non-strenuous activity
that does not include travelling for more than a short
distance by foot, hover board or hover bike,
additionally, you cannot pilot a vehicle during a rest.

One Shot

Law of Large Numbers

Multiple Insight

Alliance Time

You will, inevitably, end up getting into a fight. When
this happens, your Game Master will enter combat
time. Whilst many rules are occasionally bendable
outside of combat, it’s during combat time that the
rules are most important, as they will define the
difference between your character’s life or death.

When your Game Master initiates combat time,
characters cannot move, take actions or do anything
else outside of their turn.

When you are asked to roll Initiative, you roll your
initiative dice, and add your modifier to it. This
modifier should be noted on your character sheet. To
work out your Initiative, use the following formula.

Initiative
3d12 + Agility + additional dice from Perks

There are a number of perks that can give you
additional die, or alternatively, change the 3d12’s to a
different type of die.

When everyone has rolled initiative and told the Game
Master their rolls, they will then roll initiative for every
NPC that is going to be involved. They may or may not
tell you these rolls, it’s entirely up to them.

When everyone has rolled initiative, the Game Master
will place them on a list in order from highest to
lowest. This list is the turn tracker.

Each person may take their turn in order, once their
turn is complete, they deduct 10 from their initiative
and a mark is placed next to their name on the list.
Alternatively, if you are using a digital turn tracker,
they can be moved to the bottom of the list.

An initiative pass is said to be complete when
everyone has received 1 mark, or the first person’s
turn comes around again. There are some abilities
that rely on these initiative passes, so it is good to
keep an eye on them.

When a character’s initiative reaches 0 (or deducting
10 would bring them below 0) they are removed from
the tracker. When every character has been removed,
the round has ended. All characters must then roll
initiative again.

When a character’s turn comes around during combat
time, they may make 2 simple actions and as many
free actions as they like, in any order. You also have
one reaction that may be taken in response to certain
events that happen outside of your turn.

Characters have a wide variety of actions that they
can take on their turns. A complex action uses both of
your simple actions.

Attack actions: Characters may attack on their turn.
This action is used to fire a ranged weapon, swing
with a melee weapon, throw an item or make an
unarmed attack.

A character may only take one attack action on their
turn, regardless of the type of attack.

Hold Action: A character may choose to take a hold
action. When they do so, they specify the action they
would like to hold, and the conditions that must be
met for them to take this action.

If the conditions are met, you may spend your
reaction to immediately take the action you described.

Holding an action spends the same number of actions
as the action you hold. For instance, holding an attack
action with your pistol until you can see a hostile
would be a simple action, but holding a sprint action
until someone steps into your trap, would cost both
your actions just like usual.

If the conditions are not met, you can spend your
reaction at the end of another character’s turn to take
your held action.

You may chose to change your held action if, for
instance, the situation changed significantly, as long
as the actions you held cost the same as or more than
the new actions.

Interact actions: the majority of interactions are
free actions, although some are bonus actions or
simple actions. Items such as Quik patches will state
the action required in their description.

Move actions: Characters can move up to their base
movement spread across their turns in one round. A
character can also spend a simple action to gain
additional movement up their base movement. This
additional movement lasts until the end of the round.
At the start of each round, the amount each character
can move resets.

Characters must also note that unless an ability states
otherwise, they can only spend up to 3 actions on
move actions per round, regardless of the speed of
these move actions.
E.g. one run action and one walk action OR three walk
actions

Wait: A wait action is when a character chooses to
move down the turn tracker. A wait action does not
cost an action, and the character simply reduces their
initiative by the desired amount. This must be done
before you take any actions on your turn.

When a character takes the attack action on their turn
they may make a single attack with any weapon they
have readied, a grenade, or an unarmed strike.

There are three types of attack action: Ranged, Melee
or toss.

When making a ranged attack, a character must know
the statistics of the weapon with which they are
attacking.

The weapon will have three ranges listed. For
example, a T5 HM blaster has Ranged:[15/30/60]
listed. This means that with that weapon, short range
is up to 15m, medium range is between 15m and 30m
and long range is under 60m. Beyond 60m is Extreme
range, at which length many weapons won’t function.

Each weapon also has a Range Class. This will be
either Short, Medium or Long. A weapon is most
effective when used within the corresponding range to

Combat Time

Rolling Initiative

Interact Action Action cost
Opening/Closing a door, window, hatch or other
portal Free Action
Unlocking/Locking a door, window, hatch or other
portal Simple Action
Picking up an object Free Action
Drawing a stowed weapon Complex Action
Stowing a readied weapon Complex Action
Drawing a holstered weapon Simple Action
Holstering a weapon Simple Action
Dropping prone Free Action
Standing up from prone Simple Action

Attacks

Ranged Attacks

Rounds and Passes

Turns

Resting and FatigueRULES OF PLAY COMBAT RULES

Level Effect
1 Disadvantage on attacks
2 Disadvantage on all rolls
3 Movement speed halved
4 HP and Stun maximum halved
5 Movement speed reduced to 0
6 Death
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it’s Range Class.

Unless a weapon directly states otherwise, its range
class is determined by the skill it uses. Sidearms and
Support weapons are Short range weapons, Rifles and
Heavy are medium range weapons and Marksman
weapons are long range weapons.

Thus, a T5 HM Blaster, which has Ranged:[15/30/60]
and the range class Short will be more effective within
15 meters of it’s target.

The following table shows the various range classes
effects at varying ranges:

When making a ranged attack a character rolls the
following:

2d10 + Dexterity modifier + Range class
modifier + Firing mode modifier

If the character has any additional bonuses to their
attack roll, such as taking an aim action, they add
these to this roll too. Additionally, if they have
Proficiency or Expertise in Dexterity, they use the
appropriate die instead of 2d10.

This roll is then compared to the target’s Defence
value. If the attack roll is higher than or equal to the
Defence value of the target, then the attack hits.

On a successful hit, roll the weapon’s damage die. The
target takes damage equal to the damage die roll, and
of the damage type that the weapon lists in it’s
statistics.

When making a melee attack, a character must know
the statistics of the weapon with which they are
attacking.

The character must be within reach of the target they
are attacking. The default range for melee weapons is
1m. This means you can hit any target that is 1m or
less away from you. A small number of melee
weapons have a property called Reach. For each level
of reach, you can attack targets an additional 1m
away from you.

When you make an attack against a target you roll the
following:

2d10 + Agility/Strength modifier

If the character has any additional bonuses to their
attack roll, they add these to this roll too. Additionally,
if they have Proficiency or Expertise in Agility or
Strength (whichever their weapon uses), they use the
appropriate die instead of 2d10.

This roll is then compared to the target’s Defence
value. If the attack roll is higher than or equal to the
Defence value of the target, then the attack hits.

On a successful hit, roll the weapon’s damage die. The
target takes damage equal to the damage die roll, and
of the damage type that the weapon lists in it’s
statistics.

A toss attack isn’t intended to directly damage a
target. Instead this attack action is generally used for
tossing a grenade.

Tossing a grenade or other object does not require a

roll if the target is within your Tossing range. A
character’s Tossing range is equal to their passive
strength.

If the target is outside the character’s Tossing range,
then the player must roll a strength check with a DC
equal to the number of meters to the target or their
toss will scatter and they must roll using the
scattering rules to see where the toss lands.

A character cannot attempt to toss beyond double
their Tossing range.

A grenade is thrown using the Toss rules. Unless you
are using the optional rule listed below (”Ace in the
hole”), then anyone caught in the blast of a grenade
takes damage equal to the damage rolled, minus their
distance to it doubled in meters (rounded up to the
nearest whole number if need be).

This means that when stood 1m away form a grenade,
you take 2 less damage, but at 4m you take 8 less
damage and at 5m you take 10 less damage.

When a character would be caught in the blast radius
of a grenade or other explosive, they may make a
check to attempt to avoid some of the damage. The
check depends on the exact explosive. The exact stat
and the DC will be listed in it’s encyclopaedia entry.

A grenade usually deals resisted damage. Whilst there
are other weapons that also deal resisted damage,
they are far less common. Resisted damage is
reduced by the Endurance of a character.

A character rolls their endurance against a DC equal
to the damage taken. On a successful roll, the
damage is reduced by their endurance stat, with a
minimum of 1 reduced damage if the character has a
zero or negative endurance stat.

An explosive’s damage is usually
not reflected by walls or other
objects. However, under the Ace in
a hole rules, a explosive’s damage

can be reflected from any walls, or other solid objects.
Exactly what will reflect an explosive’s damage is
determined by the GM, but as a general rule, it’s an
object that won’t be moved much by the explosion, or
will contain it, such as a speeder’s interior, or a wall.

When this happens, the distance between the wall and
the character caught in the blast is added twice to the
distance to be reduced from the second damage of the
explosion.

So for an example:

A character is stood 1m from a wall, and a grenade
detonates 2m away from them with a flat damage of
25.

The character first takes 21 damage as they are 2m
away so they take 4 less damage. The damage then
travels 1m to the wall, and 1m back to the character,
so it has travelled another 2m. This means that they
are 4m from the second damage source (2m + 1m +
1m), and take 17 additional damage.

Whilst this can provide a significant damage boost
near a wall, this effect is most powerful in tight
spaces, like corridors or inside a speeder or other
small vehicle, where the damage can reflect off of
opposing walls a number of times and deal damage to
the character on each pass.

Range class Short Range Medium Range Long Range
Short +2 0 -2
Medium 0 +2 0
Long -2 0 +2

Melee Attacks

Toss

Resisted Damage

Grenades

Ace in the hole

This rule is only for the bludgeoning or fire damage
dealt by an explosion. Other damage types do not
reflect in this manner.

When throwing objects, using high altitude weaponry
or orbital bombardments, there is often a chance of
scattering. Whenever you have to roll for scatter you
must first roll a d8. This d8
determines the direction
which you scatter. If there
is any confusion about the
direction, 1 on the chart, is
as close to directly away
from the Game Master as
the grid will allow. When 1
cannot be directly away
from the GM, the GM will
declare which direction it
represents. If you are
playing on a hexagonal
grid, you use a d6 instead
of a d8.

Note: This direction must be consistent per-map and
combat encounter.

Once you know the direction to scatter, roll a d4 to see
how far, in meters, the roll scatters.

Characters have both a Hit point (HP) tracker and a
Stun tracker. Each tracker has both a maximum and
current value. The maximum value only increases
when you gain a level, or perk that specifically
increases it. The current value for each tracker
increases as you heal and decreases as you take
damage.

A character’s Stun tracker tracks the current resilience
of a character. As a character takes damage, it will be
first reduced from their Stun tracker. When a
character takes enough damage that their Stun
tracker is reduced to 0, they must make an endurance
check or fall unconscious for 1d6 hours. The DC is 12
+ the overflow damage. Every time the character
takes damage after this they must repeat this check,
against the new DC. A character’s Stun cannot go
below 0, instead, any damage that would take a
character below 0 overflows to their HP tracker.

When a character’s Stun tracker reaches 0, any
additional damage overflows into the character’s Hit
point tracker. Damage to the HP tracker is called
overflow damage. Once a character’s HP reaches 0,
they are on the verge of death. Unless they are being
executed, they must immediately make a death save.

A death save is a DC 12 Endurance check. On a failed
check. A character must make a new Death save
every time they take damage whilst their HP is 0. A
character with 0 HP must also make a death save on
every one of their turns.

A character makes a tally of their successful and their
failed death saves. When a character reaches 3
successful saves, they are stabilised. If, however, they
first reach 3 failed saves, the character dies.

If a character stabilises, they are raised to 1 HP but
remain unconscious for 1d6 hours.

Characters can recover their HP and Stun through a
number of means.

Stun can be recovered through resting. During a short
rest, a character can expend Stun die to recover. A

character starts the game with 1 stun die, and gains
an additional 1 stun die per level. The default Stun die
is 1d6, but some perks modify this. At the end of a
short rest a character can expend Stun die, recovering
the Stun rolled, up to their maximum. Characters
regain all of their Stun and all expended Stun die at
the end of a Long rest.

Hit Points can be recovered by receiving medical
treatment.

Characters can recover 1 Hit Point per Long rest if
they have access to a First aid kit. If the character
does not have access to a first aid kit a character must
make an Endurance check with a DC of 15 to recover
a Hit point. This check may only be attempted once
per long rest.

A character may make use of medical equipment to
recover Hit Points. Each piece of equipment lists the
exact number of Hit Points that it can recover and
how it is used in its encyclopaedia entry.

A character in melee combat may want to attempt to
restrain or grab another character, this is called a
grapple. A character can attempt to apply the
grappled condition to another character by making an
opposed grapple check. The character attempting to
grapple must make a Strength check, opposed by
their target’s Strength or Agility check. If the grappler
rolls higher than their target, the target is grappled,
otherwise nothing happens. Attempting to grapple
another character is a simple action and considered
an attack action.

Alternatively, if you wish to shove another character
out of the way you can make a shove attack. When
you do so, you must make an opposed Strength
check. If you roll higher than your target, they are
shoved up to 1m directly away from you. Attempting
to shove a character is a simple action and an Attack
action.

When you successfully sneak up on a target, or a
character sneaks up on you, you can make a surprise
attack. This happens when initiative is rolled.

The unaware targets are under the effects of the
surprised condition until the end of the first initiative
pass.

HP, Stun and Damage

Healing

Surprise Attacks and Ambushes

Scatter

Other Attack Types
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Each ranged weapon has one or more firing modes.
These are different types of attacks that you can
make with the weapon if you take the attack action on
your turn.

Firing modes use what are called degrees of success.
This is how much you beat a target’s DV by. For
example, if you roll a 23 to hit and your target’s DV is
20, then you have 4 degrees of success. You get 1
degree of success for matching the target’s DV, and
an additional 3 for beating it by 3.

Because DV is based on a
character’s agility score, a target
that cannot move or cannot
reasonably be missed does not

have a DV. When attacking a target without a DV, you
roll your attack die as normal, however, regardless of
your roll you still hit. You still roll your die because
there is still a chance of a critical success or a critical
failure. When you roll against a static target, you
automatically gain the maximum possible degrees of
success for the firing mode you are using.

Each firing mode uses a different amount of
ammunition from the loaded magazine, has a
different number of maximum hits and has a modifier
to your attack roll.

A target takes a number of hits equal to the degrees
of success up to the maximum allowed by the firing
mode as shown on the firing mode modifiers table.

The firing modes Overcharged Beam and Sustained
Beam cannot be used if you do not have enough
ammunition left to use them immediately.

The most basic firing mode provided by almost every
weapon in the galaxy. Singe shot means that a
character presses the trigger once, and a the weapon
fires once. It uses the ammunition stated under the
weapon’s properties and it deals the damage stated.
When firing with single shot you gain a +1 to your
attack roll.

A common firing mode for plasma blasters and
projectile weapons. The weapon fires a trio of
projectiles in rapid succession with one depress of the
trigger. You use 3 times the ammunition stated under
the weapon’s properties and deal damage equal to the
weapon’s damage on each hit, with a maximum of
three hits on three degrees of success.

If you do not have the required amount of ammunition
remaining, you fire as many shots as you can until the
weapon needs to be reloaded. If this happens you are
limited to a maximum number of hits equal to the
number of shots fired.

A firing mode exclusive to beam weapons, an over
charged beam is a more powerful variant of the
weapon’s regular beam. Overcharged Beam has a
number listed after the firing mode. When you choose
to use an Overcharged Beam, you can choose to use
any of the numbers listed, if there are multiple. For
instance, the firing mode Overcharged Beam:[2-4,6]
would allow you to use 2, 3, 4 or 6 but not 5. These
are representative of the increments available on the
weapon’s settings.

When firing with Overcharged Beam you gain a +1 to
your attack roll.

When you use an Overcharged Beam, you use X times
the amount of ammunition listed in the weapon’s
properties and deal X times the weapon’s listed
damage on one degree of success. However, using the
weapon in this way is extremely taxing on the weapon
and it may overheat. Roll a 1d6, if the roll is less than
or equal to X the weapon overheats and cannot be
fired next turn as it must cool.

A rare firing mode available primarily to beamers.
When you choose to use this firing mode, you
maintain a constant beam on a target, stacking
progressive damage per turn.

When you use this firing mode, you use the
ammunition stated in the weapon’s properties. You
deal damage equal to the number of consecutive
turns you have successfully hit with this attack. This
means that you deal the stated damage on the first
turn, twice the stated damage on the second turn,
three times the stated damage on the third turn, and
so on. However, if your target ever breaks line of sight
to you, the damage resets.

A rare and powerful damage dealer. You spray an area
with fire, hoping to land hits on a target. Full Auto has
a number listed after the firing mode. When you
choose to use Full Auto, you can choose to use any of
the numbers listed, if there are multiple. For instance,
the firing mode Full Auto:[2-4,6] would allow you to
use 2, 3, 4 or 6 but not 5. These are representative of
the increments available on the weapon’s settings.

When you use this firing mode you use Y times the
amount of ammunition stated and deal damage equal
to the stated damage on each hit, and gain 1 hit per
degree of success.

When you fire with Full auto, you gain a bonus to your
attack roll equal to one quarter of Y (rounded up). You
only gain this bonus if you are within the weapon’s
optimal range (the range class of the weapon).

The shotgun firing mode is reserved for very specific
weapons. They fire a series of small pellets which are
lethal in close range but quickly drop off in
effectiveness with distance. When a shotgun fires, it
deals Flak damage. For each 1m you are further away
from the target, you roll 1 less die for damage.

Degrees of success

Static Targets

Firing Mode Modifiers

Single Shot

Burst Fire

Overcharged Beam:[X]

Sustained Beam

Full Auto:[Y]

Shotgun

t doesn’t happen often, but you don’t need to have a
long fight every time a foe needs to be dispatched.
Sometimes a single succinct kill is enough to deal with
a situation.

Takedowns are used when a character is attempting
to assassinate a character that is unaware of them.
The character they are attempting to assassinate
must be unaware of the character performing the
takedown.

A takedown can be done with either a one handed
melee weapon or an unarmed attack.

Takedowns require a little setup. To perform a
takedown, a character must be within 1 meter of a
character that is unaware of you. You must pass a
Dexterity check against the character’s passive
Wisdom, or you will be noticed.

You may then take an action to perform a takedown
with a one handed melee weapon you have the
appropriate skill for, or an unarmed attack. When you
do so, the target must make an endurance check, and
compare the result against the table shown.

There are a number of perks that a character can take
to aid them with takedowns. These perks are
particularly useful for assassin characters. Their
effects range from giving your target disadvantage on
their endurance roll to adding a negative to their roll
equal to half your level.

Assassinations very from takedowns wildly, because
they are not as much about the stealth of getting up
close and personal behind a target as much as they
are about finding a good place to hide and wait for
your target to walk into your cross hairs.

Assassinations are a special type of attack that can be
made against a target that is unaware of you whilst
you are using a marksman rifle.

Assassinations require the skilled use of a marksman
rifle. To perform an Assassination, a character must
have the Marksman skill and be using a Marksman
rifle. The target must be unaware of the assassin’s
location, intention and not behind cover.

To make an Assassination, a character must make an
attack roll against the target’s DV. The attack is made
with advantage and the target’s DV does not benefit
from their agility stat. All hits with an Assassination do
the maximum damage.

A character has a Defence Value (or DV for short) that
represents how hard a character is to hit. This value
reflects the Armour a character is wearing as well as
the speed with which they can avoid oncoming
attacks.

A character’s Defence Value is calculated based on
their Agility stat and the specific armour they are
wearing, if any. A character’s DV is calculated using
the following:

8 + Agility stat + Physical Armour

If the character is wearing armour, they must have
the appropriate skill so gain the bonus to their DV.

Armour in Omnia comes in two types; Physical armour
(or PA for short) and Energy armour (or EA for short).
PA aims to deflect blows entirely where as EA
attempts to soften them. This means that they protect
a character differently.

A character with armour with a PA value and the
required skill to use the armour they are wearing,
adds the PA value to their DV.

A character with armour with an EA value and the
required skill to use the armour they are wearing, rolls
a number of d6's equal to the EA value of their armour
whenever they are hit with an attack roll. For every 5
or 6 on the die, they reduce the damage by 1.

Some weapons have an Armour Piercing value (or AP
for short). When a target is hit with a weapon with an
AP value the AP value reduces a target’s EA for the
damage dealt on that attack by an amount equal to
the AP value.

Armour can be augmented by standing behind objects
so people have a harder time shooting you. Against
ranged attacks, a character may gain a bonus to it’s
DV equal to +2 for half cover, and a +5 bonus to their
DV for three quarter’s cover. These bonuses are
applied by a character taking cover behind an object.
There are dependant on the angle you are approached
from, and can be negated by a character stepping
around your cover.

To gain the benefits from the armour you wear, you
need to have the appropriate skills for each available
type of armour. There are four types of armour
available: Light, Medium, Heavy and Powered.

Light armour is the least protective, but it’s also the
least impeding. Light armour simply adds PA and EA
to your Defence Value without any downsides.

Medium armour is more protective than light armour,
but begins to hamper your movement. It adds PA and
EA you your Defence value like normal, however,
whilst you’re wearing Medium armour, your agility is
capped at 2 for the purposes of calculating your DV.

Heavy armour is the most protective of the common
armours, but it’s far more impeding than the others.
While wearing heavy armour you cannot add your
agility to your DV.

What constitutes a takedown

Performing a Takedown

What constitutes an Assassination

Performing an Assassination

Armour Piercing

Cover

Calculating DV

Physical Vs Energy Armour

Armour Types

FIRING MODES TAKEDOWNS
AND ASSASINATIONS

DEFENCE VALUE

Check Result Effect
>20 No Effect
15 to 20 Roll weapon damage
10 to 14 Target takes max damage
5 to 9 Target reduced to 0 stun
0 to 4 Target reduced to 0 HP
<0 Target Dies
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You have three types of Defence Value, your Normal
DV, your Surprised DV and your Touch DV. Your
normal DV is the one calculated above. Your Touch DV
does not add any PA from your armour and your
surprised DV does not add your Agility stat if it is
positive. There are sections on the character sheet for
each of these to be written down.

During play, a character may have a number of status
effects afflicted upon them, these are called
conditions. Conditions are relatively generalised and
the narrative reason for each should be deduced from
whatever is causing the condition, not the condition
itself. One cause may inflict multiple conditions at
once.

Depending on a character’s race, they may be
immune, susceptible, or resilient to a certain
condition. A character that is immune to a condition
cannot be affected by it, one that is susceptible to a
condition has disadvantage on all checks made
against the condition being applied, and against all
checks caused by the condition, and a character
resilient to a condition has advantage against checks
to be afflicted by the condition and any checks caused
by it.

The Asphyxiated condition is applied to characters
that are unable to breathe. An Asphyxiated character
cannot speak. The Asphyxiated character may take
their turns as normal, as they hold their breath. A
character can hold their breath a number of minutes
equal to their Endurance stat, with a minimum of 1.

If a character with the Asphyxiated condition stops
holding their breath, they must make an Endurance
check with a DC equal to 10 + the number of rounds
they have been Asphyxiated, or fall unconscious. A
character that is Asphyxiated and not holding their
breath take 1d4 flat damage to their HP per round.
Every 10 damage, their Persuasion, Charisma,
Intelligence and Wisdom stats are reduced by 1 to a
minimum of -4 as they suffer brain damage. This stat
decrease is permanent, even if the character’s life is
saved.

The blind condition is often incurred by items such as
flash bangs, as well as more mundane effects, such as
a blindfold. A character that is blinded automatically
fails all perception checks based on sight, has
disadvantage on all perception checks and attack
rolls. Attack rolls against the blinded creature have
advantage.

The burning condition is caused primarily by fire.

A character suffering from the burning condition takes
fire damage equal to Xd6 at the start of each of their
turns, where X is the rating of the condition. A burning
character that is not Incapacitated, Paralyzed,
Restrained or Tazed may take a complex action to
lower the rating of the effect on themselves by 1. The
effect ends if the rating is reduced to 0. Unless stated
otherwise a character is resilient to this effect if they
are completely submerged in water or in a vacuum.

The Deaf condition is often incurred by items such as
flash bangs, as well as more mundane effects, such as
a earplugs. A character that is deafened automatically
fails all perception checks based on hearing, has
disadvantage on all perception checks.

A grappled character is one that is being grasped by
another character or object, stopping them moving. A
grappled character has their base speed reduced to 0.

An Incapacitated character cannot take actions or
reactions and their speed is 0.

A Nauseated character has disadvantage on
Persuasion, Charisma, Intelligence and Wisdom
checks.

A Paralysed character is incapacitated, cannot speak
or move, and all attack rolls against them use their
Surprised DV.

A Poisoned character has disadvantage on all stat
checks.

A character that is restrained has their speed reduced
to 0. Attack rolls against the restrained character have
advantage and the restrained character’s attacks have
disadvantage. The creature has disadvantage on
Agility and Dexterity checks.

At the start of each of their turns Tazed character
must make a DC 15 Endurance check or be paralysed
until the start of their next turn.

When you are surprised, you are only able to make
one simple action on your turn, and attacks against
you use your Surprised DV.

Asphyxiated

Incapacitated

Grappled

Deaf

Burning:[X]

Blind

Tazed

Restrained

Poisoned

Paralysed

Nauseated
CONDITIONS

Surprised

Defence Value Types

Whilst you as a player may not need a rest between
excursions there is a lot that a character may want to
do.

It is important that a character has time off from their
extraneous activities. During this time, they may want
to partake in some of the various Downtime activities
that the galaxy has to offer.

The galaxy is a big place, and somewhere in it, there’s
something for everyone. Some characters may wish
to spend their free time drinking, others may want to
map star systems or race hover boards. There is a lot
for a character to do, far more than could be covered
here, so these have been generalised into a number
of sections.

When you take downtime, a character chooses the
activity they want to do to

Relaxation is not going to make money, build
reputation, or any other form of productive activity.
When a character chooses to Relax, they spend a set
number of credits each day based on their activity.

There are some people who just don’t know how to
take a break. If you’re one of those, you may find
yourself spending much of your downtime doing some
mundane work to earn a few credits on the side. This
could be almost anything that earns credits.

DOWNTIME ACTIVITIES

Why stop?

What is there to do?

Relaxation

Working
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Throughout Omnia there are a huge number of
starships and other vehicles that characters may own
or even face combat in.

Every starship has a class. The classes are
representative of the size of the ship and it’s intended
function, although they say nothing about it’s actual
use.

The class of a ship has multiple
effects, these are simplified
with a class modifier.

The various classes of starship
are listed with a brief
description of their most
common functions. There are a
number of ships that do not fit
into any particular class, and
some have Class modifiers
higher than 20 or lower than
0.25. The exact class modifier
of a starship is reflective of the
ship’s size and how quickly it
can operate.

Despite the countless varieties of Fighters throughout
the Galaxy, from Dart types to Heavy Fighters, they
invariably share the same role.

Fighters are able to breach some shields and many
point defence systems of larger starships. Due to this,
fighters, when unopposed, provide a powerful weapon
and strong defence.

Almost every ship above the size of Light freighter
carries a shuttle aboard. These shuttles are used for
transporting goods and people between various
starships, space ports and planet surfaces.

Transports are similar in function to shuttles. The
largest difference between Shuttles and Transports is
size.

Where shuttles are usually not equipped with any
significant form of Faster than light drive, Transports
often are. Some Transports also carry a small fighter
(often a drone) to defend themselves against low level
pirates.

Light Freighters are some of the most common types
of starships found all through out allied space. Light
freighters are used mostly by various traders to
transport goods across the galaxy.

The ACS and their Cartographers often use versions
of Light Freighters in their ventures, albeit with
significantly modified Faster Than Light drives and
supped up sensors at the cost of cargo space.

Throughout Allied space, Destroyers can be found
owned by a large number of varied types of people.
From Mercenaries to star pirates to the Alliance navy.

Destroyers are the smallest of the capital class ships,
usually the smallest and fastest of any particular
combat fleet with exception of fighter craft.

Throughout Allied space, Freighters are a common
sight. They are used to transport large amounts of

cargo or even smaller ships. Some Freighters are
outfitted by pirates to be used as small battleships
due to their often customisable designs and significant
cargo space that can be converted to living space ,
loot storage or used to hide additional weaponry.

Heavy destroyers are a rare class of ship, they are
often found in high risk areas that don’t yet warrant
the deployment of light cruisers.

They are often accompanied by a fighter escort but
rarely by any ship larger than that.

Heavy Freighters are similar in many regards to
Freighters, they are often found throughout the
alliance’s many trade routes. Heavy freighters lack
the speed or range of smaller ships, but make up for
it with their immense cargo spaces.

The Military also puts heavy freighters to use as cargo
transports and for transporting smaller starships.
They can also be retrofitted into a rudimentary carrier
for small numbers of fighters, shuttles or transports.

Also known as Battle cruisers, the class is one of the
most varied: from heavy cruisers designed to be able
to single handedly replace a small fleet; to light
cruisers, designed for quickly responding to any
threat.

Cruisers are ships built solely for the purpose of
combat. They are a rare sight throughout the alliance.

Battleships are a step above cruisers. More powerful
and dangerous by a fair margin, the ships are often
the flagships of medium fleets and there are few
reasons that the Navy actually ever deploys them.

Despite this, Battleships have gained a significant
reputation among the alliance.

Dreadnoughts are among the rarest ships in the
galaxy. They have little use in modern times, although
when they’re needed they prove themselves time and
again to be the most powerful players on any
battlefield.

Dreadnoughts are rarely ever seen without a fleet
escort that includes a number of battleships and
cruisers. Such a task force is usually able to
accomplish any task it is set and is one of the most
powerful pieces on the galactic playing field in times
of war.

Often times Carriers are smaller in actual size than
dreadnoughts and are almost never capable of
receiving much damage. They make up for their lack-
lustre shields, hull and weapons in their specialisation.
They are capable of launching hundreds of fighters as
well as housing their crews and maintaining them.
This in itself provides an incredibly powerful resource
on any battlefield.

Heavy Carriers are ships built for the express purpose
of overwhelming an enemy with an incredible number
of small attack craft. These ships can often be found
fielding as many as a thousand fighters, in
combination with the firepower of a battleship.

Some heavy carriers are retrofitted to support a
number of ships as large as heavy destroyers.

Shuttle

Fighter

Starship Classes

Transport

Light Freighter

Destroyer

Freighter

Heavy Freighter

Heavy Destroyer

Cruiser

Battleship

Carrier

Dreadnought

Heavy Carrier

Class Modifier
Fighter 0.25
Shuttle 0.3
Transport 0.75
Light Freighter 1
Destroyer 1.5
Freighter 2
Heavy Destroyer 2.5
Heavy Freighter 3
Cruiser 3.5
Battleship 6
Dreadnought 10
Carrier 15
Heavy Carrier 20

The ability to pilot a Starship is a highly coveted, yet
common ability amongst the Alliance. Proficiency in
Starship systems widely varies between locations.
Frontier citizens are far less likely to be capable at
piloting a Starship than those living in the core worlds.

Piloting a starship requires knowledge of Voidcraft
systems. To attempt a Pilot Voidcraft check, a
character must have at least one rating of the Pilot
Voidcraft skill. Depending on the rating of the skill, a
character rolls a number of d10’s and compares the
result of this roll directly to the DC set by the Game
Master.

PilotingSTARSHIPS

TEST CONTENT
NOT FOR PUBLIC USE
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There is always a possibility for conflict is a sentiment
that is never more true than when you’re sitting
pretty at the helm of a battleship with enough
firepower to fight off small nation states. As such,
rules must exist for starship vs starship combat.
These are those rules.

The difference in size
between the majority of the
starships found through out
Omnia means that they act
in combat at vastly different
speeds.

If a vehicle has a Class
modifier less than or equal to
0.25, it uses the initiative of

its pilot. Vehicles with a class modifier higher than
0.25 do not act on each initiative pass, but only on the
first initiative pass of each turn.

Vehicles have their own system of taking actions.
They gain and spend Interaction Points (IP) to
perform actions. The amount of IP a vehicle gains is
dependant on its class modifier and the number of IP
to perform any set action is based on the rating of the
module or system that that action uses.

At the start of it’s turn, the vehicle gains IP equal to
the ship’s class modifier times 10, rounded up. Any
unspent IP is lost at the end of a vehicle’s turn. A
vehicle can spend or gain IP through the actions of it’s
crew.

There are a number of positions that any crewman
can take, each of which allows for a number of actions
that crewman can perform.

The available positions on any given ship, and the
number of each that are available are listed on the
ship’s sheet in the Encyclopædia.

It takes a crew member’s action to change position
and the new position must not already be occupied.

The captain of a ship is the person in charge. They
give orders, call the shots and usually have the most
experience of anyone in the crew, although there are
exceptions.

A captain has the following actions available to them:

Power to weapons
Costs: 0 IP
The weapons deal +1 to damage and gain a +1 to
hit for one turn.

Power to Shields
Costs: 0 IP
The shields regenerate twice as much next turn.

Power to engines
Costs: 0 IP
One Accelerate or Manoeuvre costs the one times
Engine’s rating less IP for one turn.

Power to drive
Costs: 0 IP
One Charge Drive or Engage Drive ability requires
one times the drive’s rating less for one turn.

Power to sensors
Costs: 0 IP

The active sensor range is doubled for one turn.

The Helmsman is the position in charge of actually
piloting the craft. This position is able to move the
craft, performing combat manoeuvres. The following
Manoeuvres are available to the helmsman:

Bring weapon to bear
Costs: 2, 4, 6, 8, or 10 IP
One weapon gains a bonus to hit one target equal to
half the IP spent for one turn.

Evasive action
Costs: 5 times the engine rating.
Gives the craft a +2 to it’s evasion for one turn.

Accelerate
Costs: 2 times the engine rating.
The craft’s current speed is increased or decreased
by up to 10 times the engine rating divided the class
modifier. This is done without rounding the class
modifier.

Manoeuvre
Costs: Engine’s Rating
The craft is able to manoeuvre.

The navigator is the crewman given the task of
navigating the ship at superluminal speeds.

Charge Drive
Costs: 2 times Drive rating
Charges the drive one segment.

Engage Drive
Costs: Drive rating
Engages the drive.

FTL Burst
Costs: Drive rating times 5
Move anywhere within range of the drive.

The engineers are the crew tasked with maintaining
the operational state of the craft. Engineers are
primarily tasked with damage control, along with
maintaining the equipment aboard the craft.

Reactor boost
Costs: 2 times class modifier
Generates the reactor’s rating in IP next turn.

Damage control
Costs: 2 times class modifier
End one status effect.

The gunner, or gunnery officer, operates the weapons
system aboard a starship. Some weapons will require
the gunner to be located at that weapon, others may
be operated from the bridge.

Fire Weapon
Costs: Weapon’s rating
Make an attack roll with a single weapon

Reload and Rearm
Costs: Weapon’s rating
Reload a single weapon.

Target Lock
Costs: Weapon’s rating
Gain a +2 to hit with a single weapon against a
single target for one attack roll.

Turns

Interaction Points

Captain

Positions

Engineer

Helmsman

Navigator

Gunner

Whether remotely or In-The-Cockpit, the fighter
pilots are the crew members who fly small craft.
They do not influence a larger ship that they are
aboard, but their own small-craft. They have more
actions available to them than any other position as
those craft rarely require more than one person to
operate. This position is not available on the majority
of starships.

Bring weapon to bear
Costs: 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 IP
One weapon gains a bonus to hit one target equal to
the IP spent for one turn.

Evasive action
Costs: 1 times engine rating.
Gives the craft a +2 to it’s evasion for one turn.

Accelerate
Costs: Engine’s rating.
The craft’s current speed is increased or decreased
by up to 5 times the engine rating divided the class
modifier. This is done without rounding the class
modifier.

Manoeuvre
Costs: Engine’s Rating
The craft is able to manoeuvre.

Fire Weapon
Costs: Weapon’s rating
Make an attack roll with a single weapon

Reload and Rearm
Costs: Weapon’s rating
Reload a single weapon.

Target Lock
Costs: Weapon’s rating
Gain a +2 to hit with a single weapon against a
single target for one attack roll.

Power to weapons
Costs: 0 IP
The weapons deal +1 to damage and gain a +1 to
hit for one turn.

Power to Shields
Costs: 0 IP
The shields regenerate twice as much next turn.

Power to engines
Costs: 0 IP
One Accelerate or Manoeuvre costs the one times
Engine’s rating less IP for one turn.

Power systems can only be set once per turn as
power systems can be extremely volatile otherwise.
There for, the abilities “Power to Weapons”, “Power to
Shields”, “Power to Drive”, “Power to Sensors”, and
“Power to Engines” can only be done once per turn.

Vehicles do not have HP or Stun, like characters do,
instead, they have Shields and Integrity. These two
function in a similar manner to Shields and Integrity.

Shields regenerate a specific amount, based on their
rating, each turn, and can be bolstered easily. This
means that if a ship’s shields regenerate faster than
the average damage output of another ship, that ship
will statistically be unable to damage it on it’s own.

A vehicle’s shields will regenerate an amount of shield
strength equal to:

Shield Rating x Class Modifier (minimum of 1)

If a vehicle’s shields are reduced to 0, they will not
regenerate for a number of turns equal to the ship’s
class modifier, with a minimum of 1.

Integrity is far harder to deal with, and often requires
extensive repairs. This is a measure of the craft’s Hull
strength. Integrity cannot be repaired during combat,
as it takes hours to complete such repairs.

Instead of the DV of a character, vehicles have an
Evasion rating. This value represents how hard a
vehicle is to hit with a weapon. A vehicle’s Evasion
rating is equal to:

10 + Engine Rating + Pilot Voidcraft Rating -
Class modifier

A ship’s evasion uses the Pilot Voidcraft rating of its
helmsman, or captain, whichever is higher. For the
purposes of evasion, if the class modifier is 0.5 or
less, you do not subtract it from the evasion rating.

Attack rolls for vehicle based weapons are similar to
attack rolls for characters.

However, instead of using Dexterity, Agility or
Strength to use vehicle weapons, a character adds
their ranks in the Gunnery skill.

Due to the way Starships and other vehicles
function, only some vehicle weapons do have a short
range, however it does not affect their modifiers to
hit. Instead, if a ship with a class modifier less than
1 is inside the short range of a weapon, that weapon
has disadvantage to hit the ship in its short range.

To hit with a weapon, a character in the fighter pilot
or gunner role must use the Fire weapon ability.
They then choose a target, and roll their attack,
comparing that to the target’s Evasion value. To roll
an attack, the gunner rolls the following:

2d10 + Gunnery Rank + Bonuses from IP
abilities

If this value is higher than the Evasion of the craft
they’re firing at, the shot hits. When a shot hits the
damage is dealt to the shields directly. If this reduces
the shield to 0, and additional damage overflows and
is done to the ship’s integrity.

Unless a weapon has the Anti Personnel Weapon
(APW) tag, the weapon has disadvantage to hit a
character that is not in a vehicle.

A voidcraft moves through the emptiness of space
with no resistance. A Voidcraft does not need to
constantly push forwards to move in the same way a
vehicle does inside an atmosphere. Instead, a
voidcraft accelerates and decelerates to speed up or
slow down. A Voidcraft has no effective top speed. It
will move in a straight line the same as the turn
before unless it uses the manoeuvre ability.

A voidcraft has both Modules and Systems. Systems
are required for the basic function of a voidcraft,
where Modules are optional. Modules can easily be
replaced whilst a ship is in dry-dock, and the one
ship can have multiple loadouts that are switched out
depending on the mission they are embarking on.

A list of all available modules are included at the end
of this section.

Shields and Integrity

Voidcraft Movement

Fighter Pilot

Power

Evasion

Attacks

Modules & Systems

STARSHIPS

Modifier Turns Seconds
≤0.5 1 5
≤1 2 10
≤2 3 15
≤3 4 20
≤5 5 25
≤10 6 30
≤15 7 35
≤20 8 40
>20 12 60
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A voidcraft can Ram an obstacle or other voidcraft. In
these situations, they must make an opposed check
against the target they’re attempting to ram. To ram
a target, make the following check:

(Pilot Voidcraft Check + Engine Rating) * (Your
Class Modifier / Opponent’s Class Modifier)

When ramming your ship takes an equal amount of
damage done to the target. The damage you do to the
target is based on the difference in your speeds and
the difference between your class modifiers.

Depending on the angle you strike the opponent’s ship
from, the speed difference
changes how it is applied.

When a ship is rammed, it is
always assumed to be
facing the direction it is
moving for the sake of the
diagram above. In the
diagram above, you can
see a ship has three arcs
from which it can be
rammed:

Fore
The blue section, for when you ram a ship head-on
or nearly head on

Aft
The green section, for when you ram a ship from
behind.

Amidships
The red sections, for when you ram a ship from the
side. This is the most common location for a ram.

The damage dealt to both yourself and your target is
calculated as follows:

(Difference in your speeds / 10)d6 *
(Attacker’s class Modifier / Target’s class

Modifier)

When a ship is rammed from amidships, the target is
said to be moving with a speed of 0. This is because
their speed will not make a difference to the force
applied to the ramming.

The damage done is maximum is equal to the
damage required to destroy either ship.

If either ships are not destroyed, their speeds
change.

If they rammed from the Fore, both ships have their
speed set to 0. If they rammed from the aft, they
have their speed set to the same as the target’s. If
they rammed from amidships, the attacker’s speed is
reduced to 0.

Additionally, a ship must move in a straight line up to
5 times it’s length before it can deal full damage
from a ram attack. If it moves half or more of that
distance in a straight line, but less than 5 times it’s
length, it will deal half damage to both itself and the
target. If a ship attempts to ram from less than 2.5
times it’s length, it will not deal any damage to either
ship.

The following is a list of all the available modules for
starships.

Some modules are passive, whilst others are active.
The effect of Passive modules is always active, whilst
active modules may need to be triggered by spending
IP.

Engines lacking? No matter. The Engine Booster
module can artificially boost the rating of an engine.
These Modules are often installed on ships that need
to chase or dodge such as interceptors and light
fighters.

The Engine Booster is a passive module.

Whilst the Engine Booster is active, it boosts the
performance of a craft’s engines without increasing
the cost. The craft adds the Engine Booster’s rating to
the Engine’s rating for the purposes of Accelerating
and Evasion. This does not change the IP cost of the
Accelerating or Decelerating, as usual the IP cost
remains based solely on the Engine’s rating.

For those that like to stay alive, shield boosters are a
common sight throughout the galaxy.

The Shield Booster is a passive module.

Whilst the Shield Booster is active, it boosts the
regeneration of the shield system. The shield’s
regeneration adds the Shield Booster’s rating to the
strength regenerated each turn.

STARSHIP MODULES

Engine Booster

Shield Booster

Voidcraft weapons are technically a type of Module,
but require external mountings. They must be fitted
to a weapon hardpoint of the appropriate rating.

Weapons fitted to Voidcraft deal Voidcraft Damage
(VD). This is to represent that mounted weapons deal
far more damage than handheld weapons. When a
Voidcraft weapon hits a character, its damage is
multiplied by 10. This means that it is quite likely that
a starship’s weapons will easily convert a character
into a puff of bloody mist.

One of the most basic weapons available for starships
is the Laser Cannon. The basic laser cannon comes
fitted to a turreted mount, giving it a near ubiquitous
firing arc on most vessels.

Laser cannons come in a number of variants, listed
bellow.

Multi
The Multi laser cannon is a weapon system spread
across multiple hardpoints each with a low rating.
When used in conjunction, this weapon system can
be dangerously effective.

The damage of this weapon system is based on the
rating of the weapon system. For each rating it deals
2d4 Radiation VD.

The weapon has the properties Ranged:[500/1000],
Munitions:[5/3/Crystal], Mounted

Dual
Similar to the Multi-system, a Dual laser cannon
refers to a pair of smaller laser cannons working in
tandem.

The damage of this weapon system is based on the
rating of the weapon system. For each rating it deals
1d8 Radiation VD.

The weapon has the properties Ranged:[500/1000],
Munitions:[5/3/Crystal], Mounted

Rail cannons, are a type of projectile weapon that fires
an electro magnetically accelerated round up to
fractions of the speed of light. These rounds are
extremely damaging.

Rail cannons come in a number of variants, listed
bellow.

Single
The single Rail cannon is a single turreted mount
with a large rail cannon on it. It requires reloading
after every shot, but can output devastating
damage.

The weapon deals damage based on it’s rating. For
each rating it deals 2d6 Piercing VD.

The weapon has the properties
Ranged:[1000/10000], Munitions:[1/V/Slug],
Mounted.

Rams are a form of melee weapon, oft affixed to the
front of a ship. They have their own Integrity that
absorbs damage when making a ram attack.

There are a number of Rams available, spanning two
types, Physical Rams and Shield Rams. Physical rams
take half damage from the ram, where Shield Rams
deal double damage against shield systems but take

full damage from a ram. Shield rams are more
generally more expensive, but can be recharged over
time instead of needing to be repaired.

Full Ram
The Full Ram is the most well defended, although
heavy Physical Ram. It has Integrity equal to 10
times the Rating.

Cutting Ram
The cutting ram is less defended than the Full Ram,
but is far superior to not having a Ram at all. It has
Integrity equal to 5 times the Rating. The Cutting
Ram is a Physical Ram.Laser Cannons

Rail Cannons

Rams

Ramming STARSHIP WEAPONS
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Name Cost Skill Damage Firing Modes Range class Properties

Type 5 Hot Muzzle Blaster Pistol 50 CR Sidearms 1d6 Fire Single Shot Short Ranged:[15/30/60], Munitions:[5/S/Plasma], One handed, Light,

X1 Laser Pistol 150 CR Sidearms 1d6 Radiation Single Shot Short Ranged:[20/40/80], Munitions:[5/1/Crystal], One handed, Light,

Alliance Armoury Mark III Rail Pistol 500 CR Sidearms 1d6 Piercing Single Shot Short Ranged:[40/75/150], Munitions:[1/S/Slug], One handed, Light,

Alliance Armoury Mark IV Coil Pistol 1,000 CR Sidearms 1d8 Piercing Single Shot Short Ranged:[50/100/200], Munitions:[1/S/Slug], One handed, Light,

ARM 6C Revolver 5,000 CR Sidearms 2d6 Radiation Single Shot, Overcharged Beam:[5] Short Ranged:[50/100/200], Munitions:[5/1/Crystal] x6, One handed,

Type 6 Hot Muzzle Blaster Rifle 75 CR Rifles 1d8 Fire Single Shot, Burst Fire Medium Ranged:[20/40/80], Munitions:[10/S/Plasma], Two Handed,

Long Range Blaster 93 Model 200 CR Rifles 1d8 Radiation Single Shot, Overcharged Beam:[2] Medium Ranged:[50/100/200], Munitions:[10/2/Crystal], Two handed,

X2 Laser Rifle 250 CR Rifles 1d8 Radiation Single Shot Medium Ranged:[50/100/200], Munitions:[10/1/Crystal], Two handed,

Alliance Armoury Mark V Rail Rifle 1,000 CR Rifles 1d10 Piercing Single Shot, Burst Fire Medium Ranged:[50/100/400], Munitions:[1/M/Slug], Two handed,

Alliance Armoury Mark VI Coil Rifle 1,500 CR Rifles 1d12 Piercing Single Shot, Burst Fire Medium Ranged:[50/100/400], Munitions:[1/M/Slug], Two handed

Type 7 Hot Muzzle Long Blaster 100 CR Marksman 1d10 Fire Single Shot Long Ranged:[50/100/400], Munitions:[1/M/Slug], Two handed,

X3 Laser Rifle 300 CR Marksman 1d10 Radiation Single Shot, Overcharged Beam:[2] Long Ranged:[25/200/400], Munitions:[20/1/Crystal], Two handed,

Alliance Armoury Mark VII Rail Sniper 1,500 CR Marksman 1d12 Piercing Single Shot Long Ranged:[15/300/500], Munitions:[1/L/Slug], Two handed,

Alliance Armoury Mark VIII Coil Sniper 2,000 CR Marksman 3d6 Piercing Single Shot Long Ranged:[15/300/500], Munitions:[1/L/Slug], Two handed,

Exitium 10,000 CR Marksman 3d10 Piercing Single Shot, Burst Fire Long Ranged:[15/600/1000], Munitions:[1/L/Slug], Two handed,

Type 8 Hot Muzzle Auto Blaster 300 CR Support 1d4 Fire Full Auto:[10] Short Ranged:[15/30/60], Munitions:[6/S/Plasma], Two handed,

X4 Beamer 500 CR Support 1d6 Radiation Sustained Beam, Overcharged Beam:[4] Short Ranged:[20/40/80], Munitions:[5/2/Crystal], Two handed,

SR-73-Defender 250 CR Support 4d4 Flak Shotgun Short Ranged:[2/3/4], Munitions:[1/M/Cartridge], Two handed,

SR-96-Fatality 750 CR Support 6d4 Flak Shotgun Short Ranged:[4/5/6], Munitions:[1/M/Cartridge], Two handed,

Z3 Chain Laser 2,000 CR Heavy 1d4 Radiation Full Auto:[20] Medium Ranged:[25/50/100], Munitions:[6/2/Crystal] x20, Two handed,

PR-43-MK V 500 CR Heavy ― ― Single Shot Medium Ranged:[25/50/500], Munitions:[1/L/Rockets], Two handed,

Name Cost Skill Damage Properties

CHS Hand Blade 10 CR Knife Fighting 1d4 Piercing One handed, Light, Thrown:[5/10],

CHS Nano-knife 50 CR Knife Fighting 1d6 Piercing One handed, Light, Thrown:[5/10],

CHS Long Blade 50 CR Sword Fighting 1d8 Slashing One handed, Versatile:[1d10]

CHS Nano-sword 100 CR Sword Fighting 1d10 Slashing One handed, Versatile:[1d12]

CHS Plasma-blade 1,000 CR Sword Fighting 2d6 Slashing One handed, Versatile:[3d4]

CHS Warhammer 50 CR Hammer Fighting 1d10 Bludgeoning Two Handed,

CHS Arondite 100 CR Hammer Fighting 1d12 Bludgeoning Two Handed,

CHS Fate 150 CR Hammer Fighting 2d6 Bludgeoning Two Handed,

CHS Warscythe 100 CR Scythe Fighting 1d8 Slashing Two Handed,

CHS Nightmare 500 CR Scythe Fighting 1d10 Slashing Two Handed,

CHS Reaper 1,000 CR Scythe Fighting 3d4 Slashing Two Handed,

CHS Long Handle 50 CR Spear Fighting 1d6 Piercing One handed, Versatile:[1d8], Thrown:[10/20],

CHS Nano-spear 150 CR Spear Fighting 1d8 Piercing One handed, Versatile:[1d10], Thrown:[10/20],

CHS Storm 500 CR Spear Fighting 1d10 Piercing One handed, Versatile:[1d12], Thrown:[10/20],

CHS Cyclone 750 CR Spear Fighting 1d12 Piercing One handed, Versatile:[2d6], Thrown:[10/20],

CHS Point of no return 1,000 CR Spear Fighting 2d6 Piercing One handed, Versatile:[3d4], Thrown:[10/20],

CHS Securis 50 CR Axe Fighting 1d10 Slashing Two Handed,

CHS Dolor 100 CR Axe Fighting 1d12 Slashing Two Handed,

CHS Frango 150 CR Axe Fighting 2d6 Slashing Two Handed,

WEAPONS
Firearms

Melee Weapons Munitions
Name Cost Type Capacity Properties

Class 1 Energy Crystal 1 CR Energy Crystal 60 ――

Class 2 Energy Crystal 5 CR Energy Crystal 60 ――

Class 3 Energy Crystal 25 CR Energy Crystal 60 ――

Class 4 Energy Crystal 125 CR Energy Crystal 60 ――

Class 5 Energy Crystal 625 CR Energy Crystal 60 ――

Small Plasma Canister 1 CR Plasma Canister 60 ――

Medium Plasma Canister 5 CR Plasma Canister 60 ――

Large Plasma Canister 25 CR Plasma Canister 60 ――

Huge Plasma Canister 125 CR Plasma Canister 60 ――

Small 4 Slug Clip 5 CR Slug Clip 4 ――

Small 6 Slug Clip 10 CR Slug Clip 6 ――

Small 8 Slug Clip 15 CR Slug Clip 8 ――

Medium 8 Slug Clip 10 CR Slug Clip 8 ――

Medium 12 Slug Clip 15 CR Slug Clip 12 ――

Medium 16 Slug Clip 20 CR Slug Clip 16 ――

Medium 32 Slug Clip 30 CR Slug Clip 32 ――

Large 3 Slug Clip 10 CR Slug Clip 3 ――

Large 4 Slug Clip 12 CR Slug Clip 4 ――

Small High Explosive Rocket 50 CR Light Rocket 1 Damage:[6d8 Bludgeoning]

Small Incendiary Rocket 50 CR Light Rocket 1 Damage:[1d8 Bludgeoning, 5d8 Fire]

Small Fragmentation Rocket 50 CR Light Rocket 1 Damage:[1d8 Bludgeoning, 8d4 Flak]

Light High Explosive Grenade 25 CR Light Grenade 1 Damage:[7d8 Bludgeoning]

Light Fragmentation Grenade 25 CR Light Grenade 1 Damage:[1d8 Bludgeoning, 10d4 Flak]

Light Flashbang 25 CR Light Grenade 1 Stun Damage:[7d8 Radiation]

6 Shell Medium Cartridge 10 CR Shotgun Cartridge 6 ――

8 Shell Medium Cartridge 15 CR Shotgun Cartridge 8 ――

Throwing Melee Weapons
Some Melee weapons can be thrown. This can be
done if the weapon has the Thrown property. If a
weapon has this property you can throw the weapon
up to the maximum range. You have disadvantage
on throwing the weapon if your target is between the
first range and the second range, but do not have
disadvantage if the target is closer than or equal to
the first range.
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Name Cost Skill Physical
Armour

Energy
Armour

Light Metaloplastic Armour 100 CR Light Armour 1 PA 0 EA

Light Ceramoplastic Armour 300 CR Light Armour 2 PA 0 EA

Hard Light Armour 300 CR Light Armour 0 PA 2 EA

Light Energised Composite Armour 400 CR Light Armour 2 PA 1 EA

Medium Metaloplastic Armour 250 CR Medium Armour 3 PA 0 EA

Medium Energised Metaloplastic Armour 350 CR Medium Armour 3 PA 1 EA

Medium Energised Ceramoplastic Armour 450 CR Medium Armour 3 PA 2 EA

Medium Composite Armour 450 CR Medium Armour 4 PA 0 EA

Medium Energised Composite Armour 700 CR Medium Armour 5 PA 1 EA

Medium Energised Composite Armour Mk II 1,000 CR Medium Armour 5 PA 2 EA

Heavy Metaloplastic Armour 700 CR Heavy Armour 6 PA 0 EA

Heavy Energised Ceramoplastic Armour 800 CR Heavy Armour 6 PA 1 EA

Heavy Energised Ceramoplastic Armour Mk II 1,000 CR Heavy Armour 7 PA 1 EA

Heavy Heavy Ceramoplastic Armour 1,250 CR Heavy Armour 7 PA 2 EA

Heavy Energised Ceramoplastic Armour 1,500 CR Heavy Armour 8 PA 1 EA

Basic Composite Shield 200 CR Shields 1 PA 0 EA

Energy Shield 200 CR Shields 0 PA 1 EA

Energised Composite Shield 400 CR Shields 1 PA 1 EA

Armour
Name Cost Type Str End Dex Agi Resolution

Helium Soft-light 100 CR Soft Light -5 -4 0 1 200 Vox

Neon Soft-light 500 CR Soft Light -5 -4 1 2 300 Vox

Argon Soft-light 1,000 CR Soft Light -5 -4 2 3 400 Vox

Krypton Soft-light 2,000 CR Soft Light -5 -4 3 4 500 Vox

Xenon Soft-light 5,000 CR Soft Light -5 -4 4 4 1,000 Vox

Radon Soft-light 10,000 CR Soft Light -5 -4 5 5 5,000 Vox

Neon Grey Hard-light 500 CR Hard Light -4 -3 4 3 5 Vox

Neon Orange Hard-light 1,000 CR Hard Light -3 -3 5 4 10 Vox

Neon Blue Hard-light 2,000 CR Hard Light -3 -3 5 5 15 Vox

Neon Pink Hard-light 5,000 CR Hard Light -2 -3 5 5 20 Vox

Neon Red Hard-light 10,000 CR Hard Light -2 -2 5 5 25 Vox

Neon Black Hard-light 15,000 CR Hard Light -1 -1 5 5 200 Vox

Blues Hard-mech 500 CR Hard Mech 2 3 2 2 ― ―

Pop Hard-mech 1,000 CR Hard Mech 3 3 2 3 ― ―

Techno Hard-mech 2,000 CR Hard Mech 5 5 -3 -3 ― ―

Hip-hop Hard-mech 5,000 CR Hard Mech 2 1 4 5 ― ―

Jazz Hard-mech 10,000 CR Hard Mech 4 3 3 3 ― ―

Rock ‘n’ roll Hard-mech 15,000 CR Hard Mech 5 5 4 4 ― ―

Cotton Soft-mech 1,000 CR Soft Mech -1 1 2 2 ― ―

Nylon Soft-mech 2,000 CR Soft Mech -1 1 3 2 ― ―

Polyester Soft-mech 5,000 CR Soft Mech 0 2 3 3 ― ―

Velvet Soft-mech 7,000 CR Soft Mech 0 2 3 3 ― ―

Silk Soft-mech 10,000 CR Soft Mech 1 3 4 4 ― ―

Satin Soft-mech 15,000 CR Soft Mech 2 3 5 5 ― ―

Artificial Intelligence Bodies
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